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IlftODUCflON 
Blrdsfoot trefollt l»otua. cornleulatna L#, has become 
iiiC3?®aslngXj Important in ceptaia areas of the United States 
because of Its adaptability in regions that are not suitable 
for tl» growing of alfalfa, red eloirer, or whit© clover. 
Becaas© of this advantage, trefoil has been incorporated into 
the legume breeding program in Iowa, for use in selected areas 
of th® state. 
Trefoil may be considered a triple pxsppose forage legtiaie— 
paattire, silage, and hay# There is never the risk of "bloat" 
with grazing anisals nhieh is always present when alfalfa, 
white clover, red clover, alsik© clover, or aweetclover is 
grazed. 
A major problem In fh© distribution of trefoil has been 
that of an adequate seed supply. The Erripire type trefoil 
produces many seed, but because of th© shattering habit of 
th© seed pods, the harvested seed yield has been low. The 
indeterwinate flowering habit of trefoil makes seed harvest­
ing even more dlfficiilt than in other sniall-seeded legumes, 
fhe low harvested yield and difficulty in harvesting has 
made the price of available seed B-such higher than many farm­
ers cared to pay. Consequently, leas expensive seed of 
European type trefoil or other forage legume has been sub­
stituted where ISrapire trefoil vras actually preferred. 
E m j  of the basic plant breeding principles developed 
£ 
ovar a long period of time In tlie improvement; of maize are 
generally applioatol© to forage plant improvement, but the 
tttttiiods of procedure in many species differ from maise be-
camse of the existence of self-incompatibility mechanisms 
which lircit or prohibit Inbreeding and aubsequent selection 
and maintenance of inbred lines* In perennial species, this 
diffieiilt|f may be o¥@rco»fi in part through the maintenance 
of phenotjpieally and genotjpically desirable plants by veg­
etative propagation# 
M«ty unseleeted species of ort>s a-pollinated forage crops 
ejdaibit a wide range in variability of plant characteristica. 
fhus, a breeding prooediire lAiich would be effective in increas­
ing the percentage of desirabl® genotypes within the popiilation, 
would result in progress toward plants for utilization as im­
proved strains directly or as a source of improved parental 
material for additional selection or alternative breeding pro­
cedures • 
ffiie selection of desirable genotypes from an unselected 
population, exhibiting a wide range in variability of charac­
ters controlled by several genes, presents many difficulties, 
fli© desirable genotypes may b© difficult to Identify accurat©-
or they iriay occur in such low frequencies that the number 
of individuals required to provide a reasonable chance of in­
cluding thea in the selections made may be prohibitive• A 
breeding program of recwrent selection seems the best method 
of procedure to concentrate the genes for a desirable character 
3 
Mitlnin til© population* 
Tiia objective of this study was to investigate the 
possibility of iacrsaaitig vsgetativ© vigor, seed production, 
and i»©sistane© to s@ed shattering in birdsfoot trefoil 
through a recurrent sslsctioa breeding program, .Ih© present 
study consists, primarilj, of tlie evaluation of four non-
inbred plant selections, designatecL SQ, in each of four 
groups, and the diallel crossea of the plant® within eaoh 
group# 
LlTlRAfURE REVIEW 
BiMafoofc Trefoil 
fhe teOTp birdsfoot trefoil, refers to those species 
of the geims totus that are of agricultural importance, and 
Inelttdes Lotus eorniculatua L,, L, tenuis Wald. et Kit, L, 
uliginosua Schk,, t* a.iigu3tiagimus L#, and L. hispidus 
Itesf« (33K^ 
'Bie work reported in this study deals only with varieties 
of Lotus oornioulatus L* 
An extensive review of the literature on birdsfoot tre­
foil coveriJQg detailed description of the plants, origin, 
history, distribution, inherit^oe studies, adaptation, 
varieties and strains, seed harvest, and insect pests and 
diseases, has been made by MacDonald (33) ai^d Hughes et al. 
(16) and will not be presented here. 
Recurrent Selection 
Recurrent selection may be defined as a breeding system 
involving repeated cycles of selection with the objective of 
increasi'ng the frequency of favorable genes for yield or 
other cb,aracteristi6s« 
Jenkin (18)  coined the term "strain building" to describe 
^fh© numbers in parentheses refer to literature cited. 
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th© methods he ©mplojed in breading perennial ryegrass and 
other forage species liier© he used th© performance of 
diallel crosses as a basis for the selection of superior 
plants, ®i© term was used by hln arw3 later by Kirk (27) 
in a very broad sense to include any system of mating; through 
whleh a strain was built up by crossing selected parents. 
The parental plants were usually selected on the basis of a 
progeny test, but no particular distinction was made between 
the use of inbred or crossbred progeny for testing p-urposes. 
'Hiis method resembled, to aome extent, the procedures out­
lined by Jenkins {19) in 19i<.0# fhe procedures for developing 
synthetic varieties in com, as outlined by Jenkins, Included 
all the concepts now tern»d "recurrent selection". 
last and Joiies {6) and Hayes and Garber {13) were aaiong 
th© first to suggest intercrossing selected individuals as a 
method of concentrating genes for a desirable character. 
The term, '"recurrent selection", was first proposed by 
Hull (17) In 1914.5 when, he outlined a plan of recurrent selec­
tion for specific oojmblning ability. Biis scheme Involved 
the recoabination of Sj, lines derived from SQ plants chosen on 
the basis of their superior performance when crossed to a 
homozygous tester inbred line. *Sh® plan was designed to de­
velop maxljsma heterozygosity in hybrids between selected 
parental lines. Repetition of this procedure in the bulked 
population of crosses among lines distinguished this 
system of breeding: from the method of early generation testing 
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followed by several generations of inbreeding as proposed 
by Jeakias (20) and Sprague (38)• plan of recurrent 
seleotion for specific cowblnlng ability, as outlined by 
Hull (17), was based on the assumption that overdominanc© 
was the primary cause of heterosis# 
In 1893 Morrow and Gardner {36)  made a suggestion for 
the utilisation of first-generation variety crosses. He-
suits showed first-generation crosses could be expected to 
yield more than the average of the parents. Ihvis, the 
synthetic production of an improved variety by crossbreeding 
seemed a reasonable plan since, as suggested by Hayes and 
Garber (13), a normal variety is a mixture of many genotypes. 
Bitter son md East (8) reported a method for the production 
of high oil content in maisse as an example of inbreeding and 
orossbr©6di.ng in variety lmprov®»ent, 
Eecurrent selection for general combining ability has 
been outlined by Sprague and Brlaihall (39) and Lonnquist (32). 
Sprague and Briariiall (39) designed experiments to critically 
evaluate the efficiency of recurrent selection in developing 
strains of aaize with a high percentage of oil in the kernel, 
and to determln,© the effectiveness of this breeding method in 
Modifying combining ability as compared to the progress made 
through selection during inbreeding. Their results showed 
that recurrent selection was 2.6 times more efficient than 
selection during inbreeding, in developing high oil strains. 
One cycle of selection for coxabining ability resulted in a 
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positive ahift of seiren bushels per acre in mean yield, when 
related to the yield of the tester parent, Iowa 13• After 
tw© eyales of recurrent selection and five generations of in­
breeding, it was shown that the recurrent selection system of 
breeding had Increased oil percentage from 7.8 per cent in 
the original population to 10#5 per- cent in the second cycle 
synthetic, while th® oil percentage was increased from 7.0 
per cent in the Sj, to 7*5 pes' cent in the Sig with inbreeding 
and selection* 'Ihe recurrent selection system of breeding 
aM th© systeitt of inbreeding aM selection required a compar-
abl® period of time and approximately equal numbers of polli­
nations • 
Lonnquist (31) obtained highly significant differences 
between the yields of high-yield and low-yield synthetics 
developed frosi th® fCrug variety of maize after one cycle of 
selection. In 19i|.7» the low-yield synthetic yielded 85 per 
cent, and in 19l|.B, 88 per cent of the parental variety. The 
high-yield synthetic yielded li^,2 per cent and ll8 per cent of 
tti© parental variety in 19i|.7 and I9I4.8, respectively. Plants 
from these two synthetics were tested in crosses against a 
single-crosa tester (32). Frequency distributions of yields 
for the two populations of test crosses differed greatly, 
but those for the high-yield synthetic had the higher mean. 
H® concluded that recurrent selection for general combining 
ability was an effective method of increasing the frequency 
of favorable genes for yielding; ability. 
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Soasfcoek et ,al. (5) time proposed a breeding procedtir® 
whloii lias hmn designated '*i*©eippooal i»©current selection". 
Th# proposed ppooedwe was deaigned to make maxirouia us© of 
both gen®i»al snd specific eo»bini?ig ability regardless of 
til® type of g®ae action inirolved* 
'^^ ®y SM. si.* reported reaialfc® obtained in the first 
o|-cl.e of aeloetion for trjptopliaia and zein-protein balance in 
tlie m&tze kernel. On« oyele of selection was effective for 
seleotion of tryptoplian. Tfee mean tryptophan percentage of 
til® population of intererosses among the selected parents was 
12.#7 per eent higher tfaan that of the original Fg population. 
All of the selected adTantag® of tryptophan content in the 
parents was maintained in th© intererotses# Mo improveraent 
was aade in the poptilatioii selected for zein^protein balance 
in on© cjrele of reourrent selection. 
Johnson (23) has reported results obtained from the first 
cjel© of recurrent selection for corabining ability in sweet-
elo¥er, Melllotus officinalis Lam# Tho reaults suggested that 
this method offered considerable promise in forage crop im­
provement since the yield of the population of intercrosses 
sia.de fro® ssii:, plants fro® each of ten lines in the upper 
portion of the frequency distribution was about 121.1 per cent 
of the original iinselected population of the variety Madrid. 
Johnson (2I4.) later presented data on the second cycle of 
rectirrejit selection where six plants frooi each of ten lines 
in fee upper portion of the frequency distribution of the syn-
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thefcic ppoduoed from the first circle of recurrent selection 
w©r® used as th© parental material# Th© mean of the ten plants 
chosen from the first oycl© as parental lines for the second 
cjcl® was ll|6 per cent of th© original unseleeted Madrid. 'Ih© 
aean of tb,@ second cyel© population of intercrosses was 152 
per cent of Madrid^ i'iies® data indicated that large gains 
eould b© obtained in two cycles of genotypic recurrent selection 
for general combining ability, 
Spragu® C38) reported that three Sj lines fror.i the upper 
ten per cent of a selfed population of S© plants from a stiff-
^tslked synthetic had a better average performance than the 
five standard eonmercial lines with which they were compared, 
when tli® three S3 lines were tested in single crosses. 
Results of experiments conducted and designed to deter­
mine th© efficiency of recurrent selection in concentrating 
genes for resistance to leaf blight of corn caused by Helmin* 
thosporiim tttrclc-uffi Pas®, were reported by Jenkins et al, {22)« 
Previous ©xperiiaents had indicated that resistance to this 
disease was Influenced by maj3g genes. In 2it of 27 comparisons, 
th© differences between mean leaf-blight scores were positive 
indicating that an increase in resistance was associated with 
selection# Of tto.® 21^. ooiaparlsons, 16 were significant beyond 
the one per cent level, three were significant beyond the five 
per cent level and five were nonsignificant. In three of the 
27 comparisons, the differences were negative Indicating; that 
a reduction in reslstane© was associated with selection. Of 
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16 mean diffei^ ences in l#af-bllglit scores following: the 
s®©oiid ©yd© of selection, 16 were positive. Of these, ll^ 
w®r© significant beyond iAm one per cent level, on© was 
signifieaat beyond the five per cent level and one was non­
significant. Froffi. these experiiaents, it was concludod that 
t^0 first two generations of intercrossing resistant plants 
were ©ffeotlv© in coneentrating ganes for resistance to H.. 
turcionffli* After tlie third oyol® of selection, eight of nine 
d,iff®r®nc®s w«r® positive but only four were significant be­
yond th.® five per cent lev®l« It was concluded from thea© 
data that th© need for a third cycle of selection depended 
upon til© afflount of pTOgresa raad© in th© first two, 
Si© comparative ©ffecta of recurrent aeloction for spe­
cific and general coabining ability on th© expected changes 
In g«n© frequency have been discussed by Sprague and Miller 
I.onnquist (32), Smeraoii and iaat (8) and Jenkins (20) 
have presented data which indicated that the inheritance of 
ccMtoining ability wa® govern#d by many genes with smll in­
dividual effects# They indicated that, prestamably, lines 
which M©r® hi#i in cratubining ability were high because of th© 
greater number of favorable yield genes which they carried. 
Harlan (10) chose li|. plants in each of l8 different 
agronomic types and allowed vegetatively propagated plants in 
each type to intercross in isolated blocks as a method of 
fixation of selected eharacters in a study with a highly vari­
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able group of spaoed plants of slde-oata grama, Bouteloiia. 
cttrtipendttla CMiolix*) Torr. Some progress in fixation of 
ao®@ typ0® was made after two suocessive cycles of selec­
tion# The studj was not outlined as a method of recurrent 
selection bmt it does employ the basic principles of selec­
tion for a specific character and the subsequent recombina­
tion. of th© selected plants of the population. When selec­
tion for a specific character is involved, the results of 
this study showed that th® procedure of selecting only the 
upper portion of the frequency distribution of a hetero­
zygous population is of special value in breeding perennial 
forage crop®.. This Is particularly true where the production 
of a more uniform type strain is of more importance than 
breeding for increased yield (23)* 
In experiments conducted by McGill and Lonnquist i 3 k - )  
to deteraiine some of the effects of two cycles of recurrent 
selection for combining ability in an open-pollinated variety 
of corn, three second-cycle synthetic varieties and the open-
pollinated variety from which they were derived were compared 
as sources of new lines* It waa concluded that the two cy­
cle® of recurrent selection had been effective in modifying 
combining ability and that tti.© hl^-yleld synthetics would be 
better sources of new lines ttian the open-pollinated variety 
from which they came. The synthetics produced after two cycles 
of recurrent selection were less variable in combining ability 
than the parental variety. A part of the reduction in varla-
12 
billty was attributed to a shift in gene frequency resulting 
from ©ffecfcive selection* Praa tiifese results they 3Ug;£ested 
that recurrent selection might be continued for successiva 
cy©l©s as long aa sufficient genetic variability was present 
to allow effective selection. 
'ill© data presented by Lomiquist (32) showed that one or 
more cycles of recurrent selection might be expected to in­
crease the proportion of lines viitli above average general 
combining ability that are subsequently developed from these 
populations* 
Jenkin® (19) has suggested that the population which is 
derived by recurrent selection may be superior to the original 
strain. 
lields of five synthetics, each wad© up of lines derived 
fro® a single op®n-pollinated variety, vjere reported by Hayes 
(12). Of the five synthetics, three were higher in yield than 
the op@n-*pollinated variety frc® which they were derived. 
More recently, Johnson and El Banna { 2 $ )  have presented 
data on four cycles of phenotypic recurrent selection in sweet-
clover* Two contrasting, characters,growth habit and plant 
vigor, were studied* The results of this study, designed to 
measure th© extent and significance of ohaitges in population 
means of Si lines of parental plants and of Syn» 1 recombina­
tions, the bulked population of crosses, in each of four 
su©c®sslv@ cycles of selection. Indicated that for a character 
with a high heritability value the rate of advance per cycle 
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was grsftter than for a ciiaracfcei* with a lower heritabllity* 
Sx lines wer© more distiaetly different in ©ach successive 
eyel@ for growth habit and plant vigor. Sjn» 1 recombina­
tions became sor© distinctly separated for levels of plant 
vigor and growth habit as a result of the auccessive cycles 
of recurrent s«l®etlon# 
Recurrent selectloa lia.s some advantages over other Biethods 
of selection, and these advantages Justify its conalderation 
in am iiiproveiraent program C32)» Recurrent select ion provides 
a much broader gem base which inereases th® potential advance 
in ifaprovenient of perfojmance of extracted lines and reduces 
the sffioimt of Inbreeding whieJi might occur* The selection of 
a particular plant to propagat® a line establishes a limit or 
celliag for furtiier iiiprovejaent in subsequent generations of 
that line. Any favorable genes which may b© lost iu the 
selection of a particular plant caimot be regained In that 
line unless those geiiea are made heterozygous again through 
orossing. ©wia# it appears that oa© of the Kost effective 
ways of maintaiaing genetic variability in a breediiig popula-
tioa and also increaslag the frequency of desired genes and 
gene ooFibinations is, -ttiroiigh a recurrent selection procedure. 
If siiRple additive gene aetioa predominates in corn aa 
has beea postulated. (26) then recurrent selection should pro~ 
vide a means of Increasing the frequency of desired yield genes 
with continued iaproverient In yield iyi), Ifnere a large number 
ih 
©f genes influence th© developiaent of a chai^ acber, recurrent 
selaetion should pi'0¥ide the host and most efficient means 
of attaining the breeding goal. 
St&tistioal. Analyses 
Coeliran and Cox Ci|), Hajes gt (lii) and Snedecor (37) 
served as aowoea of.reference for the design and analysis of 
tlw ejcperiaenti. 
LI (30) presented a diseussion of path coefficients and 
Hoover (15) served as tlie soure© of reference for tiie analysis 
of correlation and path coefficient components. 
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MTEEI1I.S MC MSTIiODS 
Origin of Breeding Material 
•Two clonal nwseries of birdsfoot trefoil, established 
in Field 1100 B in 19^1 and in Field 1200 C in 1952, respec­
tively, on the Iowa State College Agronomy Pam, Ames, Iowa, 
provided the material for this studj# The olones in Field 
1100 B were sing;!® plant selections, primarily froa European 
introduction®.' The clones In Field 1200 C were single plant 
selections taken from a apaoed planting of a first cycle 
synthetic ¥ariety which had its origin In ten clones selected 
by Dr» Martin G, Weisa"' at the lovm Station in 19k^ from 
various introduetio,ns of the New York Sspire type trefoil. 
Prom these two s^ oiirces a nuaber of selections were made 
In August,. 1953* Four clones were selected from Field 1100 B 
on the basis of growth habit, freedom from diaeas®, recovery 
after cutting and general overall agronomic desirability. • 
line clonea were selected from Field 1200 G based on flower 
production, seed prodMctlon and resistance to seed shattering 
in addition to the above criteria. 
fh© thirteen selected clones were divided into four 
groups according to type, growth habit, seed production, 
reaiatanc© to seed pod shattering and maturity. The four 
with the United States Department of Agriculture, 
Beltsvill®, Maryland. 
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clones of the Ewopesn type, fi»om B'ield 1100 B, 
wei»o plaeed In on® group and designated as group I. Sie nine 
seleclsed elon®s fi»o» Pl©ld 1200 C were divided into three 
groups, with some overlap of olones within groijps, with four 
clones per group and designated as groups II, III and IV, 
Groups 1, II, III and IV were to be used in the recurrent 
selection prograu. for growth habit and forage production, 
seed production, shattering resistance, arri forage and seed 
production, respectivelj. 
Seed pods from all selected clones were harvested in the 
fall of 1953 provide seed for an open pollination progeny-
test the following year* The selected clones were vegetative-
Ij prop&gated by placing afcem cuttings in flats of vemiculite 
in the gr@©.i3li©use la the fall. At the smie time, cutti,ng,s 
were also mad© of selected plants of the varieties Empire, 
Viking, Granger, Italisai and an introduction from Switzerland 
designated 2l86*l« When sufficiently rooted, the cuttings were 
transferred to foi«?-lnch pots and allowed to grow and develop 
to flowering stag© for use in crossing. In the interim, the 
plants were staked and kept tied up to five foot bamboo canes. 
After the plants had beccaae established, an l8 hour day-length 
was used to provide favorable conditions for opti3iaun flowering. 
Grosses 1953-19514-
Crosses in all possible combinations, or diallel crosses. 
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were mad© among all oloaes within each group. Cross-
polliaatioji m&s effected toj hand,, using a folded, tri­
angular pieo© of filing card stock to transfer pollen from 
floret to floretj as outlined by Ware ik$) and Williams Ci|7). 
Florets were not ©miisculated, as self-incompatibility had 
been shown by Towm ikS) prevent self-fertilization al­
most eoiapletely in !«,• oorniottlatua, Grosses and reciprocals 
were «.ade on the same date if florets were available, or on 
several different dates if not. An attempt was made to cross 
the same mmber of florets for each cross and its reciprocal# 
Several iiabels of floret© on each plant were also aelfed. 
Each mtoel was tagged at ttie tim© of crossirig or selfing. 
Crosses were also nade aiBong the varieties and aitiong 
Eaipire, Viking and 2186-1. 
Since some plant® seemed to be setting more seed than 
others, a aderoscopic study was mad© to determim if all 
clones were producing viable pollen under greenhouse con­
ditions. Good and aborted pollen grains were counted and 
recorded in several fields on ©ne slide of each clone after 
staining with gelatin and water solution, made up 
according to the fomula given by Konzak (29)* 
Seed pods were allowed to ripen 28 to 3^ days after 
crossing before they were harvested, as Anderson (1) had 
found this to be sufficient time for ripening. Seed pods 
were hand threshed and the seed cleaned, when necessary, by 
us© of the South Dakota seed blower. 
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In April 19Skt ®'x seedlings of th© dlallel crosses 
withiB groups and cross#s w^ong varieties, jjlong with open 
pollination progenies of th© parent clones and the first 
eyol© sjnthetie, were started in, th© greenhouse in 3/i{- inch 
plant bands in flats# Ml s©©d were scarified to assure 
gerotinatlon and treated with Orthocide as a precaution 
against root rotting organlsia»» 
In Maj, 19514# te.« at)0¥® material was transplanted from 
th@ gree,nhottse to the Agronomy Farm# The plants of the 
dlallel crosses, variety crosses and plants of tb© open pol­
lination progenies of th® selected parent clones, as well as 
plants of the first cycle synthetic, were space planted two 
fest apart in rows thr®« f®et four Inches apart, Eight repli­
cates of five plants each'gave plants representing each 
cross, each open pollination progeny and the first cycle syn­
thetic# . The arrangement was that of a 7 x 7 balanced lattice 
design. Alleys three feet wide separated li^. ranges across 
the field. 
Concurrently, isolation plots of the Pj^  plants of the 
dlallel crosses within each group were established in space 
planted nurseries with plants spaced two feet apart in rows 
three feet four inches apart. In isolation plots of groups 
II, III and I¥, ten replicates of four plants each gave I4.O 
plants representing each cross. Ten replicates of five plants 
each in the isolation plot of group I gave 50 plants represent­
ing each cross. Alloys three feet wide separated the ranges 
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aeross tlx© field# Th® arrangement was that of a randomized 
com|>let« bloek in ©ach. isolation plot. In the late siaramer, 
seed from each Fj^ cross in each replicate was harvested 
separately and a composit© eonaistlng of an equal weight of 
seed from each. ©ross wm subsequently made up for each 
isolation plot (with the exception of the isolation plot 
representing group I¥) for planting in a yield trial in 1955>. 
Data on seed production were recorded in July on an Indi-
iridual plant basis# Seed production was scored from 1, most 
desirable, to 9* least desirable* 
dreenhous© and Field Procedure 19^ 5 
In the fall of 195i|-» stem cuttings of the selected 
clones were again brought into the greenhouse and vegetative-
ly propagated and potted, as in th® fall of 1953. In March, 
19^ 5# three propagules of each clone were placed in bee cages 
in the greenhouse for Inter-polllnatlon* The resulting seed 
pods were harvested from individual clones 30 <lays later when 
rlp®« 
Seed pods from five of these clones, which had shown some 
tendency to retain their iseed after attaining the fully mature 
stage, were placed in enclosed wire baskets in desiccators 
over sulfuric acid solutions at the proper specific gravity 
for 15» 20, 25# 30 ®tnd 35 P®3p cent relative himidity. The 
desiccators were kept in th© dark at room temperature. The 
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mMbers of shattered seed pods were recorded 1, 3» 23# 1^6 
fiad 72 hoars later. 
S©©d pods six crosses, which had shown som ten-
dtney to petaiti their seed after reaching th© fully raature 
atag®, were colleeted from the field In July, 1955# and 
plaead in desieeators at 15» 2.Q, 2$, 30 and 35 peJ* cent hu­
midity • Seed pods of oxm clone, which was known from pre­
vious tests iSS) to ha¥0 no shattering reaistanc©, were in­
cluded as a check# The numbers of shattered seed pods were 
reeordod as abo¥©# 
For evaluation of the syntheti© recoribinations of the 
single ©rosses iafolved in the several groups, I tiirough IV, 
seed froffi three of the isolation plots, open pollinated seed 
of sach of th® parental clonea, ®®©d of the first cycle syn­
thetic, and certified seed of the irarieties lew York Ei!q>ire 
and liking, were planted in May, 1955# in. a yield test ar­
ranged as a l|. X l|. balanced lattice design. 
fh® plants in the 7x7 balanced lattice were harvested 
three tiaes on a aia|t;le plant basis as each plant came into 
full blossoa. This method of harvesting was deemed necessary 
to allow each plant to produce a ina3clEn,uii of forage. If all 
plsjcits had been harvested on the same harvest date, some bias 
would have been encountered in that some plants woiild have 
been fully mature •fetiile others would not have beguji to blosscsE.. 
Data on recovery after cutting were recorded one week 
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after tlis third cutting of each individual plant was ooa-
plftted. Heeovery after cutting was scored from 1, best 
reeoverj., to 9$ least or no recovery# 
Field Procedure 1956 
Seed pods M©r® collected fro® each entry in the 7x7 
lattice in -^'uly, 19^6, Seed pods were collected from oach 
replicate of each entry and coittposited# From each coiapoait®, 
500 »««d pods wer® placed in wire baskets, $0 seed pods per 
basket* Biese basktta wer® placed in desiccators at 35 per 
cent relative hmidity and allowed to remain there for 72 
hoiira. Previous results in 1955 iiad shown that 35 per cent 
relative himidlty for 73 ho'urs was desirable to assiire a 
aaxteiaa of shattering and differentiation between shattering 
resistan,t entries ftnd leas resistant entries• The nmbers 
of shattered seed pods were recorded and converted to per­
centages before using in stabsequent analyses. 
Later In July, seed pods were collected from each plant 
in each replicate of the 7x1 lattice and kept separate* 
Fifty seed pods from each plant of ©aeh entry were placed in 
wire baskets in desiccators at 35 cent relative hnimidity 
«a above, fhe mmbers of shattered seed pods were recorded 
72 hOTira later. 
Data on seed production and seed pod shattering were re­
corded in August, 1956* Both seed production and seed pod 
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shattering were scored from 1, aiost desirable, to 9, least 
deairabl©* 
Forag® yield© were recorded from the yield trial of the 
three synthetics» op®n pollination progeny of th© parent 
clones, th© first cjcl® synthetic and cheok varieties, but 
stands wer© so poor and yield® so low that th® data will not 
he presented# However, seed pods were collected from six 
entries. Pi'^® hmdred ®«©d pods from each entry were placed 
in wire baskets, 50 per basket, in desiceators at 35 per cent 
relatiire hmidity as above, fhe numbers of shattered pods 
were recorded 72 houirs later. 
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EXPERI?EM1'4L RESULTS 
The ©xpe^ imcmtal r®su3-ts of this study can be most 
effectively presented in soveral pai»ts, parent clone studies, 
preliirtinaFy s@8d pod shattering studies, preliminary istatls-
tical analyses, other chaimotei* studies, reciiprent selection, 
aM oo3»'2*elation and path cofsffielent'ajialyaes. 
Parent Clon© Studies 
ai© p«3?e«ntag« ©f ahroaken, aborted pollen grains was 
fo-und to b© very low aaiong the 23 trefoil parent clones 
studied. Gliilders (3) analysed statistically the effect of 
size of aaiii)le tipow th© aercantage aborted pollen in alfalfa, 
lo significant difference, for sia© of sample was Indicated, 
and sample® of l|.Oj, 80, 320 and 61|.0 pollen grains were taken, 
H© concluded Miat a sample of 200 pollen grains vias adequate. 
In this study, more than 200 pollen grains were coxmted in 
several fielde of on© slide of each clone. No relationship 
was noted between high and low seed setting and aborted pollen 
percentage# Only on© oloa®, B-69j» had any noticeable pollen 
abortion* FroM a sample of 2$0 pollen grains, only two per 
cent were shrtmken or aborted in this clone* All other clones 
had less than two per cent pollen abortion# Thus, the percent­
age of aborted pollen was not of sufficient magnitude to indi­
cate pollen sterility in any clone. Therefore, all clones were 
2k 
astttned t© produce 'srlatola pollen in an ample amount for nor-
laal pollination# 
All Clones bl©asoffi®d freely mder greenhouse conditions 
and very- lltfcla difficulty waa eneomtered in making the de­
sired crosses• Bifficwlty was ©ncoimtered, however, in ob­
taining ®elf®d seed# From 0¥©r 2,000 selfed florets, only 
three seed pods were obtained which resulted in three selfed 
seed# These seeds did not gewinate when planted in the green­
horns# under the laost • favorable conditions# Seed pod stimula­
tion froffl selfing was noted, but at the end of six to seven 
days after pollination, th© seed pods had shrivelled and 
dropped off# This is not in exact agreement with the data 
reported by fome Ci|.3) which indicated that some birdsfoot 
trefoil plants set sufficient seed upon self-fertilization 
to perait establishing Inbred lines through self pollination# 
Prelifflinary Seed Fod Shattering Studies 
Three propagules each of five clones, thought to exhibit 
some shattering resistance, were placed in bee ca£,es and al­
lowed to Intercross. The resulting seed pods were harvested 
from each clone and placed in enclosed wire baskets in eight-
inch desiccators over sulfuric 'acid solutions at concentra­
tions for 15f 20, 25* 30 wid 35 per cent relative htaaidity# 
Bi© nuffibers of shattered seed pods were recorded 1, 3, 26, 
l|.6 and 72 hours later and converted to per cent seed pod 
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slaatt«2*lag, was ao s®®d jpod shattering after on© hour 
or thr®® hours• Some shattering had occurred in sc^® baskets 
after 26 hours and aor® shattering had ooeurred after 1|.6 
hours. Further shatterli^- had taken place after 72 hours, 
fh«s0 data iiidioatad that 1, 3» suid 26 hours in the desiccator 
were not loag ©nou^ to BXlm the system to come to ©qullib-
riuBi allowing a aaatimiM of shattering to take place. Some 
differences were evident after i}.6 hours, but this was not 
long enough to allow all possible shattering to take place 
t© differentiate between the most resistant clones and 
those slightly aore susceptible to shattering* Table 1 shows 
the shattering i<ftiioh had occurred at the various relative 
hmiditlea after l|.6 and 72 hours. 
fable 1« Seed pod shattering of six clones after [|,6 and 72 
hours In desieoators at various relative humidities 
Per cent seed pods shattered 
Clone Hours in '^ ''Fer'' cent''' 'rel'ativ'e'''humldit;y 
number desiccator 20 ,,25 30 3? 
il.6 0 83 38 0 0 
72 100 100 83 33 0 
B-3 38 38 100 0 0 
72 75 88 100 38 13 
I4.6 0 13 7 0 0 
72 00 53 27 0 0 
B-63 I1.6 13 80 73 0 0 
72 100 80 100 7 0 
B-6 l|.6 73 93 67 13 0 
72 100 93 87 73 20 
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fabl® 2* Gomparisoii of pod shattering of six crosses 
and on# oloa® on two dates, and the shattering of 
fi¥® parental eiones, after 72 hours at 35 per cent 
relative femidtty 
From field Prom Kreenhous @ 
Cross or 
clone nuMber 
Fer cent seed pods 
shattered 
~^ ilon© .. 
Per cent seed pods 
shattered 
July 11 July 19 number April 15 Rank 
B-6 x B-90 l|.0 — 6 
B-15 3t B-90 18 25 B-6 20 5 
B*6 X B-69 8 20 B-3 13 k 
B-15 X B-69 0 5 B-15 0 1 
B*69 X B-90 2 10 B-69 0 2 
B-15 3C B-6 6 15 B-63 0 3 
B-7i| kB 
j» « 
55 
0,992^  
m m  7 
^r walue exceeds the 1 per cent level of significance. 
From' these data it was concluded that in subsequent 
shattering studies a relative humidity of 35 per cent for 72 
hours would be used to differentiate tiie degree of resistance 
displayed by tiie clones and to allow sufficient time for tiie 
system to come to ©quillbrliim. This is in agreement with the 
data reported by Metcalfe et al» (35)* 
A correlation coefficient of 0,992 was computed for the 
relationship between shattering studies made on July 11 and 
July 19, 1955# of seed pods froa six field-grown plants 
and on© clone# . The data and the correlation coefficient are 
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Bhown in fabl« 2. ffiie coi»r©latlon value greatly exceeded 
the tabular valu© for slgnlfleario® at tii© 1 per cent level 
with five degrees of freedom# This value indicated that 
results obtained by this aethod were repeatable, the inethod 
of ra®asm:*iag. was com is tent and reliable, and the character 
itself was relatively stable. 
It was of interest to note, from fable 2 ,  that the 
crosses involving parental clones, previously tested for 
shattering resistaiic®, remained the saae in rank as the par­
ental clones# Wide differences among clones in susceptibility 
to pod dehiscence were evident. These differences were very 
likely due to differences in genotypes of the cloms. 
Preliainary Statistical Analyses 
Mo work has been reported on the differences among re­
ciprocal crosses of blrdsfoot trefoil# Before statistical 
analyses were made from the ©«bined data of crosses and their 
reciprocal®, statistical analyses were made to determine wheth­
er crosses and reciprocals were reacting the same. If they 
were not behaving in the aame manner, then the data from each 
would have to be analysed separately. 
Hie analysis of variance of total forage yield of crosses 
and reciprocals from the 7x7 balanced lattice is presented 
in Table 3* total forage yield was computed as the total 
yield of the five individual plants In each plot. The total 
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fable 3* Analysis of variance of total forage yield of 
erossea and i»#eipi?oeals on a dry weight basis, 
froBi 7x7 balanced lattice 
Soure® of variation d# f • Slim of squares Mean square 
Heps 3 3.587376 1.195792 
Whole plots 1 0.6511^ 05 0.7la66lj. 
Error (a) 3 2*631^ 907 0.878302 
C'rosses 22 llll.985288 6.^ 53876^  
Groups within crosses 3 .... 98»i}58091 32.819363^  ^
Crosses within groups IS, U3<527197 2.290905^  
Within group I 5 O.k^ kW 0.096829 
Within group II 5 - 6,518658 1.303731^ * 
¥ithln group III 5 5.271977 1.05lt.395^ * 
Within group I¥ k 31.2521A5 7.813103^ * 
Crosses x whole plots 22 5»70l4.31i^  0.259287 
Error (b)® 132 32.631203 0.2147206 
Total 183 l87a9W3 
the 1 p@i» eent level of significance. 
®'Pool©d error mean tqiaares iind degrees of freedom do not 
differ significantly, Bartlett's test (37). 
yield was the sum of only two euttl-joga sinoe ma^iy plants had 
died before the third euttlng was made# 'Ihe analysis is that 
of a split-plot design with four replicates. Only 23 of the 
2i}. entries coaprising the four groups were included in this 
analysis beeause the remaining entry had no reciprocal. The 
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reiaalning 25 ontrles in, the design were nob inoluded sinoe • 
tdidy had n© reciprocals# Th© analysis of variance indicated 
that there was no difference between crosses and reciprocals. 
It was of interest feo note that the interaction of crosses x 
•whole plots was rionsignlficitnt# Also it was noted that all 
differences among, crosses, except within group I, were sig­
nificant beyond -ai® 1 per cent level• The pooled error (b) 
was used for testing crosses and th© interaction. A break-
do«a of til© error (b) variance into Its component variances 
was mad©, but th.0s® variane#® were homogenous according to 
Bartlett's t©st for homogeneity (37)» Therefore, the par­
titioning of variance was not included in the analysis. 
•Other Gharaeter Studies 
3®ed. pod shattering. regiata-ae@ 
S«©d pod shattering of parent clones, Fi crosses, variety 
crosses and eheek varieties Is siaiamarized in Table i|.. These 
data, plus th® analysis of variance in Table 5» indicated that 
wide differences in eusoeptibility to pod dehiscence existed 
among th© entries. 
When ranked in order of per cent shattering, the open 
pollination progeny of group III clones, selected for resist­
ance to seed pod dehiscence, was the raost resistant and the 
open pollination progenies of clones within the groups II and 
I?, selected for seed production and forage yield, were less 
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Tabl# km of seed p©d shattering mems of open pollina* 
tion progenies, crosses, variety crosses and check 
varieties, after 72 hours at 35 per cent relative 
hiimidity 
Eatry 
shattering 
Open pollination progeny of 2186-1 3il-*00 
Open pollination progeny of group I® l|-3»35 
Open pollination progeny of group II 30.95 
Open pollination progeny of group III 30*70 
Open pollination progeny of group I¥ 38«10 
Yariety eroasea lj.0.93 
First eyol© syntdietio of Itepire type 33.80 
Iowa lispire 52.i|.0 
Mew York Empire 50.60 
Viking 27.00 
Granger 142.80 
Fi crosses of group I® 37.33 
crosses of group II 31.50 
?! crosses of group III 21.05 
oroises of group I? 29.60 
®Open pollination progeny performance of the clones in 
group I, 11, III and IV, respectively, 
Variety crosses and crosses among Ej?^ire, Viking and 
2186-1. 
CThe average Fi (single cross) performance of the clones 
in group I, II, III and If, respectively. 
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3?esistamt» The dlffersne© between mean shattering percentage 
of Si® first eycl« synthetic of th© Empire type and the aver­
age porformane© of group III was significant beyond the 1 
per cent leirel when tested with an L S D. The mean difference 
between the open pollination progeny of gromp I and the aver­
age Fj_ .performance of group I was significant beyond the 1 per 
cent level as was th® difference between the open pollination 
progeny of group III aM th® average performance of group 
III» Ihe mean difference between the open pollination progeny 
of group IV and th© average performnce of group IV was 
also significant beyond the 1 per cent level* fhe mean differ-
eno® between the first cycle synthetic of the Etepire type and 
lew fork lisf>ire was significant beyond the 1 per cent level as 
was the difference between the first cycle synthetic and Iowa 
Eiipire* fhe mean difference between the average performance 
of group I and the variety Viking was significant beyond the 1 
per cent level# In this Instance# the variety Viking displayed 
ffiore shatterif^ resistance than the average performance of 
group !• All other differences were nonsignificant. 
For ©valuation ©f the synthetic recombinations for shatter­
ing resistance of the several groups, I through IV, seed pods 
were collected from six of the entries in the yield tost, 
'Basse six entries were the first cyol® synthetic of the Entire 
tj-pe, th® first cycle synthetic of the European type, the 
second cycle synthetics of the Empire type for seed shattering 
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Table 5« Analysis of w&rlmxm of seed pod ahattoring of 
open pollination pro'genies, crosses, variety 
eross®! .and check 'rarieties 
Source of Sm ©f Mean 
Tarlatioii squares squares 
Total I|.89 130,658.21 
Entries i|.8 99,197 •31 2,066.61^  
Error kkl 31,i|-60,90 71.34 
%^x.c©®ds the 1 per cent level of signlflcan,ce. 
reslstane©, ®©©d production and forage yield, and the original 
European, 'Bi® oBana of percentage seed pod shattering and the 
analysis of variano® are presented in Table 6, The analysis 
of variane© indieated that differences aiaong entries greatly 
exeeeded the 1 per cent level of sigiificance* 
The percentage seed pod dehiscenee of the first cycle syn­
thetic of the European type, when compared to the original 
European, was decreased significantly, Also, seed pod shatter­
ing of the first and second cycle synthetics of the Empire 
type, when compared to lew Xork Empire, was decreased signifi­
cantly# lo significant decrease of second cycle synthetic 
S, S*. over the first cycle synthetic of the Empire type was 
indicated. The mean difference between the first cycle synthet­
ic of the European type trefoil and the original European was 
significant heyond the 1 per cent level of significance. The 
D^efined In fable 6. 
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fabl® 6« Smamapj of maaa seed pod shattering and analysis 
of TOriaiac© from yi©M test of synthetics® 
Entry 
Per cent 
seed pod 
shattering 
First cycle synthetio, Itiropean type 
Original BJuropean 
First cyel® synthetic,, aiplre typ© 
Second cycle synthetic • lit ipi ^  
Second cycle synthetic S, P. E.® 
I®M fork B'j^ ire 
6i|.,2 
72.6 
ll«l|. 
10,6 
ll|..8 
18^ 1| 
Souro© of variation •d.f# Mean 
squares squares 
fotal $9 
Sntri®s 5 i|.0,i|.83.20 8,096.61^ "*^  
Error $k 1,100.80 20.39 
•^ Exceeds th© 1 per cent level of significance. 
S^eed pods of all entries tested for 72 hours at 35 per 
cent relative hOTldity. 
• Second cycle synthetic of the Itepire type made specifi­
cally for seed shattering resistance. 
®S@0ond cycle synthetic of the ESnpire type for seed pro­
duction and forage yield. 
mean difference between the first cjcl© synthetic of the Erapir© 
type and lew York Eteplr®, as well as the mean difference be­
tween th© seeond ejel© s^nthetie S. S, E., was significant 
beyond the 1 per cent le^ el* 
Forage yield 
Forage ^ rields for variety crosses, diallel crosses, open 
pollimtion progenies and check varieties were recorded on a 
gi?«©n weight basis and later concerted to dry wei^ t for use 
in subsequent malyses# Samples of forage material were draim 
at each harvest aiid dried and converted to percentage dry 
matter# 
fh© analysis of variance of forage yield and all other 
characters was that of a randomized complete bloclc design. 
Since the P values obtained were so large, an analysis of 
variance for a balanced, lattice «ould have added little in-
foraation. 
The analysis of variance of total forage yield of the 
variety crosses.,, diallel crosses, open pollination progenies 
and cheek varieties is shorn in fable ?• Only two plants were 
Biissing for the two cuttings reported as total yield. Plot 
yields were corrected for the staR.d where these plants '^jer© 
missing# lo significant variation was Indicated anong repli­
cations. Mfferences aiaong entries were significant beyond 
the 1 per cent level# Upon breaking the variance due to 
entries into its component parts, it was found that most of 
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Table 7» Analysis o£ variance of total forage yield of 
op@u pollination progenies, variety crosses, 
diallel crosses and check varieties® 
Sotiro© of variation d.f. Mean squares 
fotftl 391 
Heps 7 o.5097u7 
Entries if.8 8«ita7729** 
Between types of progenies 3 26.888939^^ 
Within progenies kS 7.186315^ 
Crosses 23 6.311022^^ 
Groups within erosses 3 33.338199^^ 
Crosses witiiiii groups 20 2.1619i|.5^^ 
Crosses within group I 5 0.096829 
Crosses within group II 5 1.303731^''^ 
Crosses Mithla group III $ 1.05!|395^^ 
Crosses within group I? 5 6.272826^* 
Open pollination progenies 11 6.525768''^ 
Check varieties 5 13.139639^^ 
Variety crosses 6 3a2pl|2^ 
.Error 336 0.285583 
til® 1 per ©ent level of significajice. 
F^orage yields in pounds per plot on a dry weii^t basis. 
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the varlane® w&s du© to diffei'ences betwen types of progenies 
Mithin entries# Biffereaees among diallel crosses were sig-
nifleant beyond the 1 per eent lewl, with most variation due 
to groups.# "khen tlm. varianee of crosses within groxips was 
partitioned, tb© .dlffertuces aaong the diallel crosses within 
eaeli, group were significant beyond the 1 per eent lerel, with 
the exeeptlon of the diallel erosses wltMn group I. The 
elones comprising group i all w®re of European, origin, similar 
in growth ti'pe, recoverj after cutting and forage yield, Be-
eaias© of these faetors, on# would expect little or no dlffer-
©neea for tlies© characters ai!?ong the diallel crosses of this 
group. 
Table 8 present® the comparisons between open pollination 
progenies within groups and diallel crosses within groups based 
on mean forage yield# The clones thought to possess the great­
est forage yielding ability produced open pollination progenies 
of high forage yield. The relative rank of the open pollina­
tion progenies based on group means remained the same for the 
diallel crosses within corresponding groups, lilhethor this re­
lationship would hold in broadcast plantings is open to ques­
tion sine© the luropean type trefoils, group I, tend to grow 
upright whereas the fepire types, groups 11, III and rv, spread. 
Forage yield measured froa spaced plants, as. in this case, may 
not represent the yield of broadcast plantings. The relative 
yield of open pollination progenies and diallel crosses remained 
3? 
Table 8#, Forage yield means and rank within groups of open 
polllimtion progenies and dlallel crosses®' 
Open Dlallel 
polllimtlon cross 
progenies Hank progenies Rank 
Within group jh 2,10 k 2,18 k 
Within group It 3,68 3 3.51 3 
Within group III 3*76 2 3.73 2 
Within group I? 3*96 1 I4. * 10 1 
®Mean yield per plot in pounds dvj weight, 
O^pen pollination progenies and dlallel crosses of the 
four clones In groups I, II, III and I¥, respectively, 
about th© saBie, The mean of the dlallel crosses of group IV, 
selected for forage yield and seed pKsduction, sllg^itly exceed­
ed ttoe mean of the open pollination progenies,. 
growth habit 
The analysis of Tariance of growth habit mean scores for 
variety crosses, dlallel crosses, open pollination progenies 
and check varieties is presented in Table 9* Each individual 
plant in each plot was given a tdsual score for growth habit. 
lPh@ scores of th® individual plants in each plot t-rere sttmined 
and averaged to arrive at the growth habit mean scores for 
each plot* fhe analysis of variance Indicated that differ­
ences among entries were slgalflcant beyond the 1 per cent 
level. Almost all the variance due to entries was due to 
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fabl® 9* Analysis of ^arlanc© of growth habit mean scores 
Sour©© of vai'iation d«f. Mean squares 
Total 391 
Heps 7 0.63i|3^ '^ '^  
Entries il-8 36.0983^  ^
Between types of progenies 3 60,61;00'^  ^
Within types' of progenies h5 3l4,i4622^ ''^  
Grosses 23 38.0552®^ " 
Groups within crosses 3 283.1^ 567^  ^
Crosses within groups 20 l,2i|.50^  ^
Open pollination progenies 11 35.3973^  
Check varieties 5 52.951|0** 
¥eriety oro'sses 6 3.5650'^  
Error 336 0.2798 
^Mxtimds thm 1 per cent level of significance. 
•within progeny differences rather than to between types of 
progenies, fhe -variance awong crosses was likewise significant 
beyoM the 1 per cent level and was primarily due to the groups 
within crosses rather than to the crosses within each group. 
'The variance due to crosses within groups differences was about 
equally diTided aaong the crosses within each group, 
'the analysis of variance of growth habit mean scores of 
open pollination progenies is presented in 'fable 10. Open pol-
y llnation progenies mean differences were significant beyond the 
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Table 10» Analysis of variance of growth habit mean scores 
of ©pen pollination progenies 
Soiirce O'f 
variation d.f. 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
total 87 hl'>*9k 
Reps 7 i|.07 0.5811}. 
0. P. progenies 10 386.72 38.6720^ '^  
Within group I^  3 6.12 
Within group II 2 • 17 0.0850 
Within group III 3 12.29 k*0967'^ 
Among groups 2 368. Ill 181{.»0700^ ^^  
Error 70 25.15 0.3593 
•^ iJxceeds the 1 per cent l®v»l of significance. 
O^pea pollination progenies of the fotir clones in groups 
I, II, III and I¥, respectively. 
1 per ©©'nt level with most of th© variation oozing froia differ­
ences between the different groups of progenies rather than 
among groups, fh© greatest variation within groups was found 
l.n group III. 'fee growtli habit mean scores between group I 
open pollination progenies mid groups II end III open pollina­
tion progenies, were significant beyond the 1 per cent level 
but there was no difference between groups II and III, 
Tahl© 11 presents the analysis of variance of growth 
habit mean scores of diallel crosses. Bie variation in diallel 
crosses was du® primarily to differences between groups. Dlf-
It-O 
Tabl«» II* Analysis of variano© of growth habit mean scores 
©f diallel erosses 
Source of Suitt of i"lean 
variation d# f » squares squares 
Total 191 956»145 
Reps 7 2.01 0.2371 
1 
G,"oasea 23 87^ .27 38.0552^  ^
Within group 5 7.1}4 i.iiSao'^  
Within group II 5 3»71 0.7l}20 
Witliin group III 5 8.22 i.bioio'''' 
Within group I? 5 5.53 1.1060 
Among groups 3 850,37 233.1^ 567^  
Error 161 79.17 0.i|917 
*^'&,o#0da the S poJ? o©nt l@ir©l of significance. 
E^xceeds the 1 p®r cent level of significance. 
SDiallel oFosaes miong the foiir clones in groups I, II, 
III and I?,, respeetlveljr* 
ferencds between crosses within group III were significant 
beyond tli® 1 per cent level and between crosses within group 
I beyond the 5 P®J? csnt level# 
fable 12 presents th© coiaparison witliin groups between 
clones, open pollination progenies and diallel crosses based 
on growth habit mean scores# Pour upright clones, group I, 
produced upright open pollination progenies and diallel cross 
progenies. The semi-prostrafe© and prostrate clones in groups 
Ifl 
fabl© 12» Growth habit mean scores and rank within groups 
of clones, open pollination progenies and diallel 
erosaes 
Clones Rank Open pollination 
progenies 
Rank Diallel cross 
progenies 
Hank 
Within 
group.I® 1#0 1 1»98 1 1.63 1 
Mithin 
group II 6»0 3 6»1|3 k 6,60 3 
Mithin 
group III $,0 2 6.10 2 6,13 2 
within 
group If 7*0 k 6.36 3 6.67 k 
p^en pollination progenies and diallel erossea of the 
four elonea within groups 1, II, III and IV, respectively. 
II, III and I? produced open pollination progenies and diallel 
crosses which were aeirii-prostrate and prostrate. The relative 
rank of clones, open pollination progenies and diallel crosses 
remained about the stM®. 
Seed production 
The analysis of variance of seed production mean scores 
is presented in Tftbl© 13« Differences among entries were sig­
nificant beyond the 1 per cent level as were differences amone; 
replicates# Inviromental influences possibly account for 
auch of the variability among replicates, as seed production 
is probably greatly influenced by the many environmental fac-
/ tors acting upon the genotype# In this instance, most of 
k2 
Table 13* Auali-sls of vaTi&m& of se©d production mean 
scores of open pollination progenies, diallel 
oro8s progenies, variety crosses and check 
TOrieties 
Source of variation 
Total 
Reps 
Intries 
Between types of progenies 
Within proganles 
Crosses 
Groups within cross#! 
Crosses witMn groups 
Op©n pollination progenies 
Check ¥i.rl#ti©s 
¥ari©ty crosses 
Error 
d*f» Mean squares 
391 
7 
ii-8 9.1533®* 
3 0.8333 
g.Toao-^  
23 11,6308^ 
3 36,7800^  
20 7.8585^ * 
11 8.61|.27^ * 
5 12.314-80^  ^
6 2#0900 
336 1.0793 
^^ Ixeeeds th© 1 per cent level of significance. 
til© variance of entries was duo to variance within progenies 
rather than 'between types of progenies. Differences among 
crosses were also significant beyond the 1 per cent level. 
Differences among crosses within groups accounted for a 
greater portion of the variance due to differences among 
croBsos. Differences among crosses within each of the four 
groups were likewise signifioaiit beyond tiie 1 per cent level 
y 
fable ll4„* I4aan seed production aoorea within groups of 
clones, open polllmtion p3?ogenies and diallel 
eross progenies 
Clones Eank Open 
pollination 
progenies 
Hank Diallel 
cross 
progenies 
Hank 
Within 
group I® 5.0 k k h 
Within 
gromp II 3.0 3 1.90 3 2.35 3 
Within 
group III 2.0 1 1,1} 8 1 1.61 1 
M ithin 
group I? 2.5 2 1,77 2 2.02 2 
®<5p©fi polliaation progenies and diallel crosses of th© 
SOUP clonea in groups I, II,. Ill and IV, respectively. 
with th® greater variation being due to crosses within groups 
II and I¥^  
fhe nean seed production scores of clones, open pollina­
tion progenies and diallel crosses are suimarized in Table ll{,« 
'rhe clones comprising group® III and IV were highest in seed 
production and produced open pollination progenies and dial­
lel crosses bluest in seed production, 'fhe relative rank 
of clones, open pollination progenies and diallel cross prog­
enies within groups remained the same. 
Recovery after cmttiim 
fabl# IS presents the analysis of variance of recovery 
mean scores. Differenees among entries were significant 
kk 
Table 15» Analysis of varianoe of recovery mean scores of 
open pollination progenies, diallel cross prog­
enies, variety crosses and oheck varieties® 
Source of variation d#f. Mean squares 
fofcal 391 
Reps 7 15.38U^  
Entries l|.8 7.6033^  
Between types of progenies 3 15»5633** 
Within progenies 7.0727*^  
G'rosses 23 6.W1^  
Groups within crosses 3 25,0767^  ^
Grosses within groups 20 3.7125 
0pm pollination progenies 11 6.0336^  ^
Cheek varieties 5 11.88i}.0^ * 
Variety crosses 6 7.1667* 
Error 336 2,7J|76 
®R,e0Tirrent growth one week after cutting, 
'^ 'Exceeds the 5 pei* cent level of significance. 
"^ B^xeeeds the 1 per cent level of significance. 
bej-ond tk© 1 per cent level, as were differences among repli­
cates# Certal35kly, ©nviroiment plajs a major role in the ex­
pression ©f recovery after cutting and, doubtless, accounts 
for mxLoh of the variability among replications, 'fhe bulk of 
the variance among entries was due to differences araong prog­
enies rather than between types of progenies, llae variability 
Ii5 
Table 16» Analysis of ¥arlaiie© of open pollination progenies 
r©0ov0i*y roean scores 
Source of Sum of Mean 
variation ci,f. squares squares 
fotal 87 303.99 
Reps 7 1^ 7.lA 6,7771' 
0« P. Progenies 10 i|.3.62 I1.362O 
Within group I^  3 6.37 2.1233 
¥1 fell in group II 2 1^ .35 2.1750 
Within group III 3 S.33 2.6650 
Aittong groups 2 27.57 13.7850 
Jgrror 70 212.93 2.014-19 
%xce©is the 5 pei» cent level of significance. 
p^en pollination progenies of the four clones in groups 
I, .II, III and If, respectively# 
due to crosses was equally divided between groups within cross­
es and crosses within groups# Only differences among groups 
within crosses were significant (beyond the 1 per cent level). 
®ie analysis of variance of open pollination progenies 
recovery mean scores is presented in Table 16, Differences 
aaong groups were significant beyond the 5 per cent level as 
were differences among replicates. The mean difference between 
groups I and III was significant at the 5 P©i* cent level. Mean 
differences between groups I and II and between II and III were 
nonalgnifieant.v One would have expected that group I would 
1|.6 
Table !?» Analysis of ?a.2»ianca of dlallel cr-oss progenies 
recoT©ry mean scoroa 
Source of Suia of Mean 
variation d.,f. squares squares 
Total 191 535.98 
Reps 7 61 .iiB 8.7829^^ 
Crosses 23 11^9*48 6. If 991^ 
Within group I® 5 1142 2.28I4.O 
Within group II 5 5.67 1.13i|.0 
within group III 5 33.7I1- 6.71^80^ 
¥Jithin group If 5 23*kl i4..6820^ 
Among groups 3 75.23 25.0767^ 
Error 161 325.02 2.0186 
I^xeeeds th© 5 pe^? oent level of siguifieanoe. 
^^ Exeeeds th© 1 per cent level of signlficajice# 
D^iallel arosse® among the four clones In groups I, II, 
HI and I?, respectively. 
have been different from both, groups II and III because of 
the differences la growth habit, growth type and origin. 
Bnvironmental influences posalblj account for snuch of the 
differences among replicates, as recovery after cutting is 
greatly influenced by the many ©nviroHWiental factors acting 
upon th© genotype.# 
Th© analysis of variance of diallel cross progenies re­
covery mean scores is presented in fable 17* Differences 
1|7 
Tabid 18« Reoov03?y ssan a cor 9 3 and rimk within groups of 
c>2)en pollination progenies ami diallel crosses 
0» P* Diallel cross 
progenies Rank progenies Rank 
Within group I® 2«60 I 2.30 1 
Within gpotip II 3.83 3 3.50 2 
Within group III i^ .io k 3*60 3 
Within group I¥ 3.60 2 U.00 k 
®-0|>€»n pollination progenies and diall©! crosses of the 
torn* clones within gFoups^  I, II, III and IV, respectively. 
among crosses were significant beyond the 1 per cent level as 
were difftrene©® aiaong replicates. 'Bie variation due to 
crosses was foimd to toe primarily dm© to differences among 
groups. Dlf:fere:n.c«g mmng within group III were significant 
beyond th® 1 per cent level and aiaong crosses within group IV 
were signifieaiit beyond the $ per cent level, K.uch of th© 
variation due to replicates aaj be attributed to the effects 
of ths many factors of th© envirorment# 
Table 10 sujmiarizes th® recovery mean scores and rank of 
open pollination prog.eaies and diallel crosses within groups, 
Oalj th© rank of the open pollination progenies and diallel 
cross progenies of clones within group I remained the same. 
T]ie open pollination progenies and diallel crosses of the 
clone® within th® other groups varied in an inconsistent pat­
tern, Possibly, genotype-eaviroment interaction causes uiuch 
¥ar'iabil3.ty In tlit ©xpi'esslon of reGoterj in spaced plants. 
In genefal, the upright clones within group I were the best 
in reeov6.ry, fhi® is in lin® with experience with the per-
fomaac© of upright clones In nurseries mid field plot stud­
ies where the uprifj:it clones recover better than others. 
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Th© analysis of ^ariaace of s®®d pod shattering mean 
scores of op&n pollination progenies is presented in Table 
19» Open pollination, progenies ae&o differenees were sig­
nificant b©joK.d til© 1 per eent level with moat of the vai-*ia-
tion being due to differences among groups rather thsm within 
groups# fhis was to b# expected sine© th® clones going into 
th© groups were not all ©elected for seed pod shattering 
rfisistance# The clones within any group differed to some 
extent for seed pod shattering. Only th® clones in group III 
were selected ©xpressl:^  for resistanc© to shattering. 
fable 20 presents the analjsia of variance of seed pod 
shattering mean scores of di&llel crosses. Diffei^ nces among 
crosses were significant beyond the 1 per cent level. The 
variation «aong group® accounted for much of this variation. 
Differences «iB.ong erossea within group II varied significantly. 
Since til© clones going into group II varied considerably in 
seed pod shmttering, variation Miong diallel cross progenies 
in this group was to b© expected. 
Table 21 siwraarizes th© shatteri:ag mean scores and 
i^ 9 
Tabi® 19• Analysis of varianee of seed pod shattering mean 
scores of open pollination progenies 
Sotarce of Sum of Mean 
variation d«f» squares squares 
fotal 87 250.70 
Heps 7 21.13 3.0186 
0. f, progenies 10 108.51 10.8510^  ^
Within grO'Up I® 3 1.68 0.5600 
Mithin group II 2 12.85 6.U250» 
Within group III 3 1.15 0.3833 
Among group® 2 92.83 i|6,i|l50^  
Error 70 121.06 1.7291^  
E^xceeds the 5 P®3e» e®nt level of significance. 
•®^ lxc©®ds the 1 per cent level of significance. 
®Op©n pollination progenies of four clones in groups I, 
II, III and IV, respectively, 
relative rank within groups of open pollination progenies and 
diallel crosses* Olones in group III, selected for seed pod 
shattering^ resistance, produced both open pollination progen­
ies and diallel crosses which ranked best for this character­
istic. I'he open pollination progenies within groups reflected 
the raiok of the clones within each group, but the relative 
rank for th® clones and diallel cross progenies within groups 
varied in an inconsistent manner* 
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fable 20• Analysis of 'variano® of seed pod shattering 
a®an scores of diallel cross progenies 
Source of Sura of Mean 
variatlo-n d»f« squares squares 
Total 191 570,1},2 
Heps 7 16,62 2.37ij.3 
Crosses  ^ 23 322.37 11|.0161^ "^  
Within group 5 13.90 2.7800 
Within gromp II 5 31.14.2 6.28i|.0** 
Within group III 5 3.33 0.6660 
¥lthin group IV• 5 13.92 2.7814.0 
Among groupi J 259.80 86.6000"^  ^
Error 141 231.1^ 3 l.l|375 
E^xceeds th© 1 p©r cent level of significance. 
D^iallel crosses of the four clones in groups I, II, III 
and I?, respectively* 
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Tabl© 21., Mean seed pod aliatterliig seo2»es and rank ^ J•ithin 
gpoup® of open pollination progenies and diallel 
crosses 
Hank of 0, p. Diallel cross 
clones progenies Bank progenies Rank 
Group I® k li..63 h h.72 k 
<!roup 11 Z 2.63 2 2.83 3 
Group III I 2.20 1 1»£>0 1 
Group 'If 3 3.33 3 2.60 2 
a-Op®n pollination progenies and dlallel cross progenies 
of the. four elones in group® I, II, III and I¥, respectively, 
Keourrent Selection Studies 
It would appear tiiat forage oro|5 breeding has at its 
disposal a breeding procedure well suited to its needs, since 
the Biethod of recurrent selection has been used successfully 
to eoneentrat© genes for laany quantitatlT© characters in other 
open-pollinated crop plants* 
forage yield 
flie analysis of Tarime® of total forage yield of diallel 
crosses Is pi^esented in fable 22, Differences among dlallel 
crosses were significant beyond the 1 per cent level. The 
greater proportion of the variance among dlallel crosses was 
due to .tlie differences among groups. Differences within 
groTip® II, III and I¥ were significant beyond the 1 per cent 
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Table 22. Analysis &f variance of total yield of diallel 
Grosses®' 
Source of 
variation d.f » 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
fotal 191 192,2792 
Heps 7 6.335lt. 0.951^  ^
Diallel croases 23 11^ 5.1535 6.3110^  
Within group 2^  5 o.k^kl 0.0968 
Within group II 5 6.5187 1.3037^ * 
Within gi'oup III 5 5.2720 i.o^ IU^ '^ * 
¥ltliln group I? 5 31.36l|l 6.2728^  
Among groups 3 101.5ll}.6 33.8382^  ^
Irror 161' l|0.7903 0.2531^  
T^otal yield in pounds per plot drj weight. 
D^iallel erossoa within groups I, II, III and IV, r©sp®o-
tiv©lj, 
*'^ !Sx»®eds th© 1 per cent level of signifieano©. 
level indicating feat <iiff®r©neea existed sunong the total 
yields of the different erossea within these groups. 
Tabl© 2,3 presents, th® total forage yield aieans within 
groups on a per plot basis* Diff©ranees between the mean 
yields of the diallel crosses within group I and all other 
groups were significant beyond the 1 per cent level. The 
mean difference between group II and group III was significant 
beyond the $ per cent level and between group II and group IV 
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Table 23. Mean total forage :yield of diallel crosses within 
groups^  
Mean plot 
Group yield 
I 2.18 
II 3.51 
III 3.73 
I? li.ll 
L S D at 5 cent level .198 
L S D at 1 per cent level .262 
•^Mean forag© yield in pounds per plot dry weight. 
beyond the 1 p©r cent l®v«l, Ih© a®an difference between 
group III and group I¥ was likewise ai@ilfioant beyond the 1 
per eent 1®¥©1. 
'i'eble 2l|. presents the comparison between mean forage 
yields of diallel crosses and open pollination progenies of 
clones in all groups* It la of interest to note that the B-
clone, of the Mnpire type, which produced the open pollination 
progeny highest in forage yield also produced diallel cross 
progenies highest in yield. This relationship did not hold in 
the European type. It was unfortunate that data on open pol­
lination progeny performance of clones B-6 and G-k3 were im-
available. 
Table 2$ Bwmmrlz&a the aean forage yield per plot of 
diallel crosses within groups. Within group I, the cross 
5l|. 
fable 21^ ., Mean forage jlelda of -aiallel crosses and open 
pollination progenies of clones in all groups 
Mean of 3 Mean of 0»P, 
Clone ©rosses involving progeny of 
namber specified elon® Bank specified clone Rank 
B-63 3.62 7 3*30 7 
B*3 2 1 
B-69^  3.Sk 8 3.93^  3 
B.15^  3*B$ 3 3*71 h 
B«30 3.77 h k»01 2 
B.9 3»% 5 3.67 5 
B-90 3.21 9 3.32 6 
B«6 3.6il{. 6 
G.i|,3 l|..57 1 
I8I4.7-I 2.17 2 1,91 k 
1832-5 2.16 3 2.25 1 
I83i|.-1 2.12 i|. 2,11 2 
1609-5 2.25 i 2.11 3 
®M®an of nine crosses involving the specified clone. 
%©an of six crosses involving the specified clone. 
1609-5 ^  18I|.7*1 was best in specific combining ability. The 
diallel crosses involving the Clone 1609-5 were likewise best 
in general coBbinlng ability (Table Mithin group II, the 
cross B-15 X B-6 waa best in apesific combining ability for 
forage yield. The diftllel crosses Involving the clone B-15 
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I'able 25* Mean forage yield of slicl© crossea comprislnf:; 
dlallel erosses within groups 
Group I 
« 
s Group II 
Cross Mean yield 
p©r plot 
J 
s 
t GrO'SS 
Mean yield 
per plot 
1609*5 X I8k7*l 2,28 
• 
• 
* 
• 
B-6 X B.90 3 • 22 
1832-5 X 181^7-1 2,21 
» 
« 
• B-6 X B-69 3.51^ 
183ii~l X l8j|7-l 2,03 
• 
• 
• B-6 X f J-15 U.15 
l83f+-l X. 1832-5 2.05 
* 
• B-15 X 8-90 3.J42 
1609-5 X 1832-5 2.21 
• 
# 
i 
• 
• 
« 
B-15 B-69 3.7)1-
1609-5 X I83I1.-I 2.27 B-69 X B-90 3.00 
Group III 
• 
» 
Group IV 
B-15 X .69 3.92 
m 
« 
w 
« G-i|3 ^ B-3 5.70 
B-15 X B-63 i|.,06 
* 
• 
* C-it3 X. B-69 Il.OO 
B-15 X B-•30 I+,.02 
« 
« 
• C-Ii3 X. B-9 3.96 
B-63 X B-30 3.70 
• 
• 
• B-3 X t j-9 U.02 
B.63 x .69 3.10 
* 
* 
• 
: 
t 
• 
• 
B-3 X i i-69 U.Ol 
B-69 X fl-30 3.58 B-9 X i i-69 2.95 
uer® also best in f,0n,®ral oorabiaing abilitj within group II. 
Til© cross B»15 X B-63 was best for specifie coabining ability 
within group III and. Glon® B~li5 was best in general combining 
ability within group III, The outstanding cross from a spe­
cific ©.ombinlng ability and general combining ability view­
point, C-i|3 X B-3^ was found in group IV, Within group IV it 
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was beat; ia specific coaibinlng ability and within fche diallel 
eposs&i of th© Stopir® type, groups II, III and I¥, it was th® 
best In general eoinbiaing ability# Within, group IV, and with­
in th® lni»ire typ®. Clou© O-I4.3 was th® best in general combin­
ing; ability# 'ISie two best olones for general eombining abil­
ity, G-l.|3 and B-3# ia hybrid combination resulted in the best 
combination for apeeific coasbining ability. Overall, within 
all groups, th© mean forage yield of the diallel crosses was 
th© saiae or slightly hither than th© mean yield of the open 
pollination progenies. 
Th© frequenoy distribution of forage yield of several 
trefoil populations, tmselected population, first cycle syn­
thetic, and average of both open pollination progenies and 
progenies of plants used as parents of the second cycle, is 
presented In Figure 1, 'Eh© frequency distribution is the aver­
age of the three gi^oup®, II, III and I?, Group'I was not in-
eluded beeause no unselected population was available for com­
parison# Tliese data indicated that no increase in forage 
yield was laad® in either the first or second cycles of selec­
tion. Mithin the px'ogenies of the second cycle, however, 
there were imlivldual hybrid^plants which were outstanding 
in forage yield and were certainly significantly higher than 
th® mean of the progenies or other specific hybrids within 
the population of all-foiir groups# Thus, even thotigh no 
apparent gain in forage yield was made considering the 
Figur® !,• Pr©<|«,«ftcy distribution of forag® yield of 
several trefoil populations? unseleoted 
poptilatlon, fipst cyol© synthetic, average 
of open poilinatioG progenies and average 
of progenies over groups II, III and IV. 
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= Unselected population 
= First cycle synthetic 
Ave. o p. progeny of 
selected parents of 
second cycle 
= Ave. F| progeny of 
selected parents of 
second cycle 
>: 50.: 
a =.741 
ii = .784 
= .765 
.06 .16 .26 .36 .46 .56 .66 .76 .86 .96 1.06 1.16 1.26 1.36 
POUNDS PER PLANT DRY WEIGHT 
synthetic popu.lafc.loxi as a whole, selcctiori...frora tiie synbiietic 
of supdplop plants to serve as parents of a third cycle could 
•be uiB.de* Using this study as the basic groundwork an.d as a 
basis of seleefcion of superior parents of a tiiird cycle, an 
ittcreas® In forage yl©ld could, be made. Forage yield Is, very 
likely, coBtrolled by mauy mot& genes than are other charac­
ters* ConsdQtiently, progress it), increasing yield would doubt­
less b© at a slower rate. 
Seed productiQ-Q 
The aaalyals of variaBce of mean seed production scores 
of dlallel crosses is presented in fable 26« Differences 
aoiong diallel crosses were significant beyond the 1 per cent 
level with, aost of the variation due to differences among 
groups* Mean diffarenoes within each of the four groups were 
signifisant beyond the 1 per cent level. 
Mean seed production scores within groups of diallel 
crosses are presented in fable 27• Group IV, selected for 
seed production and forage yield, was significantly different 
(beyond the 1 per cent level) from groups I and II. llie mean 
difference between group III and group IV was significant be­
yond the $ per cent level. -This indicated that when the par­
ents of group III were selected as being the best in shatter­
ing r®slst.aiice, seed production was selected for at the same 
tiae. Th® mean difference between group III and group II, 
selected for seed production, was significant beyond the 1 per 
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Table 26» .^naljsis of vai'iaiico of aieaa eeod production 
scores of dlallel erosses^  
Soii,ro© of 
variation d,f.. 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
Total 191 1,1.16.60 
Reps 7 11.3i| 1.6200 
Disillel crosses 23 267.52 11.6313** 
Hi.thin group 26.14 5.23QO** 
Within group 11 5 52.28 10.J4.i;60^ » 
Within group III $ 23.80 I1.76OO** 
Ml thin group I? $ 5i^ -*95 10.9900^  ^
Amon^  ^groups 3 110.3ii. 36.7800^ *^ 
Error 161 iyj*ik 0.8555 
%eor«<l frc3« 1, most desirable, to 9» least desirable. 
M^allei croassa withia groups I, II, III and IV, respec-
tiTOly. 
'^ "^^ Ixeeeds the 1 per cent lew! of significance. 
aen.t leirel as was fcfa© m«an differenoe betK e^en group III and 
group I# 
fabl® 28 presents tlx# mem seed production scores of 
diallel crosses and open pollination progenies of clones in 
all groups# Clone C-I1.3 was best in general combining, ability 
of th© EMpir« groups and Clone B-15 was next best. If mean 
seed production scores had been s'vailable for the open pollin­
ation progeny of Clone G-43, the relative rank of mean scores 
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Table 27# Me&n seed production scores within groups of 
diallel crosses® 
G-rottp Mean plot 
soores 
I 3.6? 
II 2.35 
III 1.62 
I? 2,02 
L S D at 5 per cent le'r©! 0.373 
L S D at 1 p@r cent level 0,1+93 
%ao3?®<l fpoii 1, ffioat d«sirabl@, to 9» least desirable. 
of both dlallel orosaea aM the open pollination px'og0ny would 
very likely ImwB pemained tli© saa® foi* thla olono. Clone 
1847-1 of the European type was the best in general ccanblning 
ability of the Eiir'opean group* 'i'h© open pollination progenies 
Qf the iSuropean type reflected the performance of the clones 
in hybrid combinations* 
A svmmary of laean seed production scores of diallel 
crosses within groups is presented in Table 29• Mithin group 
I,- the cross l8ii7-l x 1609«5 was best in specific combining 
ability. The diallel crosses introliring Clone 181}.7«1 were also 
best in general combining ability (Table 26), Within gi'onp 
II, the cross B-15 x B-69 was best in specific combining abil­
ity. ilie diallel crosses in¥olvi-ng Clone B«-l5 were likewise 
best in general coMbining ability within group II, The cross 
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Table 28# lean seed production scores of dlallel orosses 
and open pollination p3?og©ni©s of clones in all 
groups® 
Mean of 3 Mean of 0,P, 
Gloti® ©rois«s involvifig progeny of 
immbei' sp©oifl®d elon© Hank speoifiod clone Rank 
B-63 1*8 k k 
B>"3 2*6 9 2.3 6 
B~69^ 2.0.1 .^ 6 1.2 1 
B-15® Uk a 1,5 2 
B.30 I t k  3 1.7 5 
B-.9 i.a 5 i.5 3 
B-90 a.5 7 2.7 7 
B-6 2.5 8 -
c.ii.3 1*2 1 
-
lBi|.7-l 3.2 1 2.5 1 
1832-5 3.8 3 2.7 k 
1831^-1 I4..0 1+ 3.6 3 
l!S09*5 3.7 2 3.0 2 
-^Scored from 1, most desirable, to 9, laast desirabls, 
%lean of nine crosses involving th® specified clone. 
M^ean of aix eroases involving the specified clone. 
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fabl# 29« Mean seed produotlon scores of single crosaes 
©oj^ rlslng diall®! crosses within groups®' 
Group I  
• 
# 
t  Group II 
Cross 
Mean acor© 
per plot 
i  
• m Cross 
Mean score 
per plot 
1814.7-1 X. 1609-5 2.3 
s 
« B-15 X B-90 1.6 
l8i},7«l X l83i|.-l li.l » • B—15 X B—6 1.5 
iBkl- l  X 1832-5 ft * B-15 X B-69 1.2 
1609-5 X l83ii-l 1|-»1 « 8. B-6 X B-69 3.8 
1609-5 X 1832-5 l|..» 6 « * B-6 X B-90 2.3 
I83ii-l X 1832*5 3*1 
* 
• 
» 
• 
» 
J 
B-69 X D-90 3.7 
Group 111 
• 
» 
• 
« 
t  
Group IV 
B-15 X B--69 1#2 
t  
m 
• C-I1.3 X B-3 l^k 
B-15 X B-63 1,2 
• 
t  Q-I43 X B-69 1.0 
B"i5 X B-30 1 *6 
9 
» 
« C-I4.3 X B-9 1.3 
8-63 X B. -30 1.1 
• 
* 
9 
t  
t  
3-3 X B-9 2.1 
B-63 X B-69 3.1 B-3 X B-69 I4.2 
B-30 X B-69 1,6 
• 
s 
« « 
B-9 X B-69 2.1 
S^cored from 1, raoat dasirable, to 9# least desirable. 
S«-63 X B*'30 was best In speclfie combining ability in g:roup 
III. The crosses Invol^ rintg B-30 were also best in general coia-
oinlng ability within group III# Tim outstanding cross from 
a spec If ie cmiblaixis ability viewpoint, C-)4-3 x B-69, was found 
6I|. 
In gyoup I?». Within gpomp I¥ It was best in specific comb In-
ing abllitj and within tli® dlallel crosses of the Sr^Ipo 
^ype, groups II, III aM IV» it was the best In general cow 
bining ability. The data Indicated that the best two clones 
for seed produotion, based on vistial mean scores, were C-t|3 
and B-69 since this specific cross had the best rating for 
seed production anong the crosses within the four groups. 
The frequency distribution of several trefoil popula­
tions, unselected population, first cycle synthetic, and the 
average of both open pollination progenies and progenies 
of plants used as parents of the second cycle, is presented 
in Figure 2. The frequency distribution is the average of 
the three groups, II, III and If. Group I was not included 
because n© unselected population was available for coirgjarison. 
these data indicated tiiat no increase in seed production was 
jiade in either the first or the second cycle of selection. 
Within the progenies of the second cycle there were indi­
vidual hybrids which were outstanding in seed production. 
Even thougli no apparent gain was laade in the second cycle, 
superior plants for us® as parents of a third cycle could be 
selected. 
Shattering resistance 
fhls section can be most effectively presented in two 
parts, shattering resistance based upon visual shattering 
Figure 2» Frequency distribution of mean seed production 
acor©8 of several trefoil populations: unse-
leeted population, first cycle synthetic, aver­
age of open pollination progenies and average 
of progenies over groups II, III and IV. 
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= Unselecled popula-fion 
=First cycle synthetic 
=Ave. o.p. progeny of selected 
parents of second cycle 
= Ave. F| progeny of selected 
parents of second cycle 
X =Z,07 
o 42 
K= 1.55 
X = 1.67 
MEAN SEED PRODUCTION SCORES 
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seores and ahatteriiig resiatanc® based upon the numbers of 
s««d pods shattered after 72 hours in d©slocators at 35 per 
e«nt relatlw tumidity# 
ShatteriaK seores# Table 30 presents th© analysis of 
variano© of asan shattering seor®s of diallel crosses* Th® 
mean diff®ren©®s among crosses wer© significant beyond tixe 
1 per e«nt level• Most of the variation araong diallel cross­
es was dm® to th© variance among groups of diallel crosses, 
Th® mean differences aiaoag crosses within group XI were sig­
nificant beyond th® 1 per cent level indicating that some 
crosses within group II were rated good in shattering resist­
ance while others were rated poor^ . 
Mean, shattering scores within groups of diallel crosses 
are presented in fabte 31« mean differences between group 
I and group 11, group I and group III, group I and group IV, 
group II and group III, and group III and group IV were sig­
nificant beyond th® 1 per cent level. In general, the rela­
tive rank of clones within each group reflected the per­
formance of the clones in diallel cross coroblnation. 'Hie 
clones ©oKprising group III, selected expressly for shattering 
resistance, produced diallel cross progenies highest in seed 
pod shattering resistance. 
fable 32 suwaarizes the mean shattering scores of diallol 
crosses and open pollination progenies of clones In all groups. 
Clone B-63 was best in general combining ability for this char­
acter of the ^ pire clones* Clone l83i|.-l was best in general 
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Table 30« Analysis of variance of seed pod shattering mean 
scores of diallel cross progenies® 
SoTirc® of Sum of Mean 
variation d.f. squares squares 
Total 191 $70.h2 
Beps 7 16.62 2.371+3 
Diallel orosaea 23 322.37 ii+.oiei^ * 
Within group 5 13.90 2.7800 
Within group 11 $ 31 #42 6,28i^ O^ *^  
Within group III $ 3.33 0.6660 
Within group IV $ 13.92 2.781^ 0 
kmjoxig groups 3 259.60 86.6000^  ^
Error 161 231.y 1.14375 
®Soored from 1, sost desirable, to 9» least desirable. 
B^iallel ei'OBses of the four clones in groups I, II, III 
and I?, respectively# 
I^xceeds the 1 per e@nt level of significance• 
coffibiniisyg ability of the liaropean. clones* Within this group, 
the Fi progen;^ perfomanc® ms similar to the open pollination 
progeny perfomanc®. This relationship did not hold aa well 
in, Ishe la^ ire groups • 
fhe mean shattering scores of single crosses oon^jrising 
diallel crosses within groups are suraoarized in 'fable 33. 
Within group 1, the cross 1609-5 x l83it-l was best in specific 
©oiabining ability, Th® diallel crosses inwlving 16314,-1 were 
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fable 31* ifean seed pod shattering scores within groups of 
diall®! erossss®-
Groups Clones fianic 
Mean shatterizig 
score per plot Hank 
I mm 1^- li,72 k 
II .« 2 2.80 3 
III mm 1 1,60 1 
I¥ 3 2,60 2 
I# S D at 5 aent level ,14.81^  
L S D at 1 p&r ©@at levtl .*638 
S^cored fro® 1, most desirable, to 9* least desirable, 
also th.® best in general eomblBiag ability (Table 32)• The 
oiitstanding cross from a specif ie combining ability viewpoint, 
B-15 X B-69, was foimd ia grox^ II# The diallel crosses in-
•volviBg B-69 were best in general combinir^ ability within 
group II, Within group III, the cross B-63 x B-69 was beet 
in specific combining ability, 'rh© diallel crosses involving 
the Cloiiie B-63 were best in general coabiniag ability within 
group III., Within group IV, the cross B»9 x B-.69 was best in 
specific combining, ability, 'Ih© diallel crosses involving 
B-69 were beat in general combining within group IV, Based 
upon these data, the one cross best in specific combining 
ability for seed pod shattering resistance was B-15 x B-69. 
Actual seed pod shattering* Table 3I4. presents the analy­
sis of variance of seed pod shattering of open pollination 
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Tetol® 32« Mean s©©d pod shattering scopes of dlallel crosses 
and open pollination progenies of clones in all 
groups® 
Mean of Mean of G.p 
Clon® 
amber 
erosaes involving 
specified ©lone Rank 
progeny of 
specified clone Hank 
B'»63 1,60 1 2.10 2 
B-3 2.77 6 I+.50 7 
B-6# 1.93 3 2.00 1 
B-.15® 2.00 i|. 2.20 3 
B-30 1.80 2 2.50 k 
B-9 2.60 5 3.50 5 
B.9O 3.20 8 3.70 6 
B-6 3.30 9 mm 
G»i|.3 2.93 7 
—— -
I8li7-l If, *63 3 i[ .1^0 2 
1832-5 5.13 5.00 k 
1831^-1 4.50 1 l|.i|.0 1 
1609-5 l|..60 k.70 
%eored from 1, most desirable, to 9, least desirable* 
%©an of nine crosses inTOl-ring specified clone. 
®M®an of six cross©® Involving specified clone. 
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Table 33* Mean seed pod aiiabterlng scores of single crosses 
eomprislng dlallel ei*oss@s wifchln groups®' 
Group I 
i 
s Croup II 
•Cro0s 
Meto seor# 
per plot 
i 
:Cross 
Mean score 
per plot 
181+7-1 X. 1609-5 i|..6 
: 
sB-15 X B-90 3.0 
1847-1 X I83I1-I l|.»2 « iB~l5 X B-6 3.0 
l8i|.7-l X 1832-S 3'.1 :B,-15 X B-69 1.1 
1609-5 X I83I1-I ii,a :B-6 X B-69 3.1 
1609-5 X 1832-5 5.1 SB-6 X B-90 3.8 
1831^ -1 X 1832-S 5.2 JB-69 X B-90 
• 
* 
J 
2.8 
Groiip III 
s 
: Group IV 
B-15 K B-.69 l*ll. 
t 
JG-[|3 3C 3-3 3.0 
B*15 X B«63 1.6 tC*l\3 X B-69 2.3 
B-15 X B-30 1»9 :C-"li3 X B-9 3.5 
B-63 X B«30 2,0 tB-3 X B-9 2.8 
B-63 X B-69 1.2 
• 
iB-3 X B-69 2.5 
B-30 X B-69 1.5 :B-9 X. IW69 
: 
1.5 
®Soor®d from 1, most desirable, to 9, least desirable. 
properiies, erosses, variety crosses and cheok varieties# 
fhe analysis is that of a completely random design because of 
the «arm©r ia which the seed pods were sampled for shattering.• 
fh® aiialysi® indieated that differences aiaong entries were sig-
niflcaBt beyond the 1 per eent level. 
Seed pod shattering mmoxkM of open pollination progenies. 
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fabl« 3i|., Analysis of variano® of 0®ed pod shattering of 
op@n pollination progenies, fx o^cosses, variety 
erosses and oiitek varieties frora a 7 x 7 balanced 
lattice after 72 hours at 35 per cent relative 
iitaffildlfcy 
Soiiro® of SiBB of Mean 
variation ' d»f# square® squares 
Total Pf 130,658,21 
Entries i|.8 99,197.31 
Error kkl 31 #14-60*90 
•^ x^ceeds the 1 per eent level of significance. 
Fj_ crosses aM cheok varieties are swamarized in fable 35* 
The mean difference between open pollination progenies of 
group I and gromp II was significant beyond the 1 per cent 
level as was the mean difference between group I and group III. 
The mean difference between group 11 and group I¥ was signifi­
cant beyond the 1 per cent level as was the mean difference 
between group III and .group I¥» "Ehe mean difference between 
Pi progenies of group I and group II was significant beyond 
the 1 per cent level as was the Mean difference between group 
1 and group III and group I and group I?. The mean difference 
between group II and group III was significant beyond the 1 
per cent level as was the mean difference between group II 
and group I?, 'iaie i»aa difference between New York Entire 
and the first cycle synthetic was significant beyond the 1 per 
cent level as was the mean difference between Iowa Snpire and 
2,066.61'^ 
71.3i|-
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Tabl® 35» S«©«a pod shattering Means of open pollination 
progenies, ¥% ©ross®s and cheek varieties froa 
7x7 balanoed lafctiee after 72 hours at 35? 
per cent relative htasidity 
Per cent of seed pods shattered 
Average of Average of 
Entrj . 0»P« .progenies. dlallel croBsea 
Group I (Ij. eloms) l4.3*35 37#33 
0roup II « « 30.95 31.50 
e-romp III" •' 30.70 21.05 
G-romp If " « 38.10 29.60 
L S D at 5 P©3? cent level 3.71 3.03 
L S D at 1 per eent level i|..89 3.99 
Sew York iteplre 50.60 
Iowa aapire 52.i^ 0 
First eyele synthetic 33.80 
L S D at 5 P®3? oent level 7.14.3 
L S D at 1 per cent level 9.70 
•ttae first egrele synthetic# 
'Kie clone® within gromp III were selected specifically 
for resistance to seed pod shattering. Therefore, from this 
point throa^  the end of this section, only gromp III will be 
included In the analyses. 
Table 36 presents the mean seed pod shattering of dlallel 
crosses and open pollination progenies of clones in group III 
after 72 hours at 35 P©jP cent relative humidity. Clone B-69 
7I|-
fable Per oent s#«d pod shattering of diallel crosses 
and open pollination progenies of clones in group 
IIIj, after 72 hours at 35 por eent relative hu-
ralditj 
Clone 
Mean ot 3 
crosses involving 
specified elon© 
Mean of O'.P. 
progeny of 
lank specified clone Rank 
B-15 22.10 2 31.52 2 
B»69 19.35 1 30.63 1 
B-3Q 32.80 If. lUi..io 3 
B-63 29 .Oil 3 i|7.08 k 
fabl© 37* Seed pod shattarlng of diallel crosses of group III^  
after 72 hours at 35 per cent relative humidity 
Cross 
fer eent 
mean seed pod 
shattering Rank 
B-15 X S.69 16.00 1 
B-15 X B-30 28.53 3 
B.15 3C 30.36 5 
B-69 X B-30 28.63 k 
B-60 X  B-63 20,15 2 
B-30 X 1 
M
 I42.OO 6 
was b«st in general oombining ability with Clone B-15 second 
b©st« In general, the relative r*ank of the average of the open 
pollination progenies of the clones reflected the perfomane® 
of til® clones in hybrid combinations. 
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S®@i. p®€ aliattsrlxig of dlallel erosses of group III is 
sufflsarissed In Table 37» The cross B-15 x B-69 was best in 
specific combining ability for resistanc® to seed pod shatter­
ing* This was ©xp#ct«d since B-69 was best in general coiabin* 
ing ability and Clone B-15 was second best (Table 36), 
Tabl# 36 presents seed pod shattering from a yield test 
of synthetics with th© amlysia of variance. Entries were 
signiflcantlj different beyond th« 1 per cent level, The mean 
differene© between bli© Saropeaa coi^osite and th® first cycle 
synthetic of fch.© European type was significant beyond the 1 
per cent 1«¥@1, Th@ a®an differanes between the first cycle 
synthetic of the Sapire type and lew York £topire was aignifi-
cant bayond the 1 per cent level as was the difference between 
th® second cycle synthetic for shattering resistance and Wew 
York linpire. ITi® second eyal® synthetic for seed and forage 
prodmotion was significantly different from New York Empire 
at the $ per cent level, Ttieae data Indicated that progress 
in shattering resistance had been made in the first cycle syn* 
thstie of th© European type* the first cycle synthetic of the 
,Br|jlre type, the aeeond cycle synthetic for shatteriiig, resist­
ance and the second cycle synthetic for seed and forage produc­
tion# Ifae progress .mad© in the second cycle synthetic for seed 
and forage production indicated that when selection was mad© 
for seed production, selection for shattering resistance was 
aad© at the same tii?i©. Earlier results reported in this study 
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Table 3®* S®#<l pod shattering from a yield test of synthetics 
and analysis ©f vaplanc®® 
Entry 
Per cent seed pod 
ahatterlng 
Suropean eompoait® 
First cycle syathetie, European, type 
First oyel® synthetic, asapire type 
Second cycle synthetic for 
shattering resistance 
Second eycle synthetic for 
s®©4 and forage production 
lew Yoric itepir® 
L S D at 5 pes? cent level 
L S B at 1 per cent le^ -el 
72.6 
6l4,»2 
ll•i^  
10.6 
lli.,8 
I8.i^  
l^ .05 
5.38 
Somrce of 
variation d.f. 
SiJOtt of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
fotal 
Entries 
Error 
59 41,581^ .00 
5 1^ 0,1^ 83.20 
$k 1,100.80 
8,096.611^  ^
20.39 
e^ed pods of all entries tested for 72 hours at: 35 P©J^  
cent relative hiamidlty. 
^^ xceeds th© 1 per cent level of algnlflcance. 
indicated that when selection was amde for seed production, 
selection was made also for resistance to shattering. 
Figure 3 pi'eseiits th© frequency distribution of several 
trefoil populations: unselected populatlonj, open pollination 
progenies of selected clom® and diallel cross progenies of 
Figtti*® Fr®qu®asy dlstributioji of several trefoil popula­
tions i uns®l®ot©d population, open pollination 
progenies of a else ted clones aiid progenies of 
selectM clenea within group III, 
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— = Unseleded populal ion 
= 0 .  P.  progeny of  selected clones 
— = F,  progeny of  selected clones 
X =E433 
X =30,33 
X =41.88 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT SEED PODS SHATTERED 
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s®l©et®d clones within gjpoup III only, since taie clones making 
up group III were selected specifically for resistance to ahat-
tering* lli© aieans of the unselected population, open pollina­
tion progenies and cross progenies were l4.1»88, 38»33 and 
2i|.»33, respectively. 'Riis frequency distribution Indicated 
tliat considerable progress had been made in one cycle of selec­
tion for resistance to seed pod shattering. The mean difference 
between the iinaelected population and the progenies was 17*55 
per cent. 
Figure Ij. presents the populations of trefoil in per cent 
of the mean of the unselected population# The progenies 
aean was ll4l»91 per cent or i|.l#91 per cent above the mean of 
the unseleeted population when the mean of the unselected pop­
ulation was taken as 100 per cent, 
Fath Coefficient and Correlation Analyses 
file relationships of the various characters are expressed 
with the aid of a path coefficient and correlation diagram. 
fhis diagram is given in Figure S* symbols are defined in 
words and co»i>on«nts of variance and covarianoe in Table 39. 
As a worked e3£»ple, the relationships between total forage 
yield of diallel crosses and open pollination progenies within 
group II are given in detail. 
®ie mean squares and products of total forage yield of 
diallel crosses and open pollination progenies within gi?oup II, 
Flgur® !{.• Shattering resistance of th® pofmlations 
of trefoil in per eont of tlie mean of the 
ianse3.©et«d population* 
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Figur® 5» Path coefficient cm€ correlation diagram." 
S^ymbols 'ar® defined in Table 39, 
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fabl© 39* Path ©o®fflcl®nt and corrslation diagram symbols 
and fcheir ©xpeotatlons in terms of eoaiponents of 
w@Ti&m@ arid cov&rlmce for total forage yield, 
and the relationahips, based on totsd forage yield, 
between diallel crosses and open pollination 
progenies of clones within groups 
fath co­
efficient 
diagram 
syratool® 
Expectation of path coefficient 
diagram symbol in terms of com­
ponents of variance and covari-
ance 
For 'totai''''''forag® 'yi«id 
crosses and O.P. progenies 
within 
InTironmental 
correlmtion 
of X and y ^Xy/^^XX "^yy)^ 
Genetic 
correlation 
of X and y ^xy/^^xx 
Observed 
correlation 
of X and y 
err sgT ®xy »xy 
P^XX ^ ® ^xx^Sy 
Environaental 
path coeffi* 
cient for x 
P 
Genetic path 
coefficient 
for X 
J 
(867 )*/(ar + 80-
^XX XX ®xx 
•Fly and 
identical with those • of Pg aM Pg. 
A.  ^
stabscripts are replaced by • yy 
are ositted since their expectations are 
with the exception that the 
dk 
fabl# Ij-O* Mean squares and products of total forage yield of 
diallel eroases and open pollination progenies 
witiiin group II 
Source of Hean Sfuare Mean product 
variation d.f •. Diaiiei o".P. 
crosses progenies 
(3C) M 
crosses and 
O.P. progenies 
Replications 7 2.0897^  ^ 0.1106 0.0682 
Entries a 1.118?^  
®30C Rjcx 
0.8ii47^  0.6117 
+8cC ) (or +8C ) 
Kyy 03cy Bxy 
Error xh 0.1l|86 0.1796 0.0201 
K ) 
^xx !H 
Entries • Srror 
S 
0.1213 
®X3E 
0.0831 0*07kO 
(C3^  ) 
»xy 
valme exceeds the 1 per eent leirel of significance, 
valu# ©xceeda th® 5 cent level of significance. 
esEpresslon in parentheses below any lae-an square or 
product is the expectation for that mean square or product in 
teriais of co^onents of variance or covariance. 
and their expectations are given in Table I4.O. The values in 
Table I4I were obtained by combining the values in Table Ij-O in 
th® Banner indicated by the coaiponents of variance and co-
variance la Table 39. 
The path coefficients in Table l|.l indicated that the 
genes and the ©nviroiment both were operative in the expression 
of yield of diallel crosses and open pollination progenies. 
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fatol# i|l. lOTiroimeittal, genetic and observed correlations, 
aiMl environmental aM genetic pat:h coefficients 
for total forag® yield of diall©! crosses and 
open pollimtion progeni®® within group II 
fyp# of path Fath coefficient for 
coefficient ©r Ciaiiel ''orosses'"'''""'"'0'•?» progeniea 
correlation {x) ij) Correlation 
Enirironm«ntal •36!i.6 ,24.611 ,1228 
.a 
'''e,' ''•E ' 
Gen®tic .9310 ,8871 .736? 
X "y x^y 
Observed .6291 
) 
xy 
{^ 0 ) 
%h® expression In parentheses below any number is the 
path coefficient and correlation diagram symbol for that number, 
Genetic effects seeiaed to be iiore ia^ sortant in both diall el 
cross progenies and open pollination progenies than environ-
raental effect®, fh@ correlations, also in Table I4I, although 
nonsignificant, were positive, fhe higher genetic correlation 
indicated that the envlroment tended to mask the genetic rela­
tionship between diallel cross progeny and open pollination 
progeny performance, 
'Bi® path coefficients and correlations of diallel crosses 
and open pollination progenies for t^e various characters 
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fable l.|.2» Eavlronmental, genetic and. observed correlations, 
and ©nvlromental and genetic path coefficients 
for the indicated progeny oharaatars, (x) and (y), 
within groups 
Piallel ero.ssea (x) and O.P. progenies (y) 
For I'oial ror'ii aj?© yieiS 
Group r® 
•®xy % 0^ xy xy X y^ 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
.582k 
.1228 
-.311^ 9 
-.0733 
-.1621 ,9316 
.7367 .:6291 .3616 
.2705^  .1551 .2788 
1.0911® .8656 .3307 
1.1065^  
.k6ll 
.6003 
•5219 
.3631 ® 
.9310 .8871 
.960k .7999 
.9I4.38 .8530 
For seed production mean scores 195ii 
I •.0382 1.1750 *8298 .6377 .3^71 .7703 .9220 
II -.1680 .6039 .1856 .2662^  .9826 .9614.3 
III -.0785 -.^066 .i|.3|0 1.021^9° .9008 » 
If .2068 .2698 .,2$kk .2617 .14:873 .9595 *8731; 
For seed produotion mean scores 1956 
I .1172^  1.0265^  .8606 .6586^  .5628 .7525 .8266 
II -.51416^  -•8159 2.7l|.7C -9792 —® .4751 
III -.I95I4 •675.6 1.220# .7266 « .6873 
I? -.7295*® .46i4 i.iau^ ® .3817 —® .9250 
*r value ©»®®ds th® 5 peJ? cent level of significance, 
^r value ©xe©©d@ th@ 1 per cent level of significance. 
'^ The sign of r^  established according to th© procedure 
xy 
outlined in the text, page 89. 
^Since the estimation prooedur® led to an estimate of 
th® envlrojMftental path, coeffieient greater than unity, which 
is unreasonable, it may be assumed that the true environraental 
path ooefficient is near unity| howeverj^ it is impoasible to 
say how near to unity. 
®Se« text, page 89» 
%lrice the estimation procedure led to an estimate of 
correlation greater than unity, which is ii^ossible, it may 
be assuffied that th© true correlation is near unity} however, 
it ia impossible to say how near to unity. 
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Table i{-2« (Gontimaed) 
Diallel oroBBBB ix) and 0.?. prof e^nies (y) 
Group 
.For growth habit mean scores 
rtri 0^ % 
^7 xj X X 0^ Uy 
I 
II 
III 
I? 
..58S'i« 
-.2275 
-.0511.8 
1,0265^ .8238 .2939^  
+a »^S986^  1.1620® 
ialf55^.989l|.^ .37k^ 
.3061 .5005 
.1^ 376 
.7160 
.2960, 
1.2218® 
.9559 
.9272 
.8657 
.8993 
.698i|. 
.9552 
For recovery mean scores 
I 
II 
III 
I? 
.2778 
-•1530 
.23i^ a„ 
.5325'' 
-.0809 .8637 
4-a 1.0000^ 2^.8177 
-.8282 .6523 
-.9683 .791^ 7 
1.2013S 
l.OOOk® 
1.21^ 76° 
1.21714° 
.50l|.0 
—c 
.7722 
.6070 
c 
—,c 
—® 
—.«® 
.For shattering moan scores 
I 
II 
III 
If 
.0125 
.0139 
.2779 
«l^ 977 
.^9639; .6082 
1.1502®.9987^  .3588 
•a .^8826^  .9190 
1.1978®.9970"^  *5838 
2.1082^  
.3713^  
1.5905® 
.14.605 
.7938 
.933)4. 
• 39l|7 
.8119 
.928| 
.8877 
For actual per cent shattering 
I 
II 
III 
If 
.0899 
-.1527^  ^
,6057^ "^  
.1219 
.9579 .7968 ,368li. 
*714I .70itl .0709 
.96fe .9617^ * .1310 
I.ll75'^ .f56l .5091 
.14.808 
.1366 
.1375 
.1911 
.9296 
.9975 
• 9961i 
.8608 
.8769 
.9906 
.9905 
.9816 
studied ar® given in Table i|,2. The path ooefficients indicated 
that, in general, th© genes and the eaviromaent both were oper-
afciv© la eoati»ibuting to the variability of diallel cross prog­
enies and open pollination progenies for each character. Over­
all, the genetic effects seeaed to be laore Important in both 
diallel cross progenies and open pollination progenies than 
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©nvlroiaaental effects# fh© observed correlations, in most 
eases nonslgpiflesnt, varied from negative to positive with 
move being positive. The relatively higher genetic correla­
tions, in g©n®ral, indicated that th© enviroraraent tended to 
mask the genetic relationship between dlallel cross progeny 
and open pollination progeny perforaance. 
Quit© often, computational difficulties arise in the 
calculation of th© genetic eorrelations, genetic path coef­
ficients and environmental path coefficients. These diffi­
culties are of two types. The more ccaiplex is indicated in 
footnotes a., b and e of Table l|.2. Mhen the estinjate of the 
genetic variance component for x,. , is negative, and 
since a variance can. b© only positive or have zero for its 
miniraijai value, the beat estimate of the genetic variance com­
ponent for X is lero. The expressions from Table 39 involv­
ing these comptitational difficulties are the following; 
Genetic correlation of x and y « 
xy x^x Syy 
Envircwmental path i % 
coefficient for x « Pg » / jK ®X3E xx X^X 
§eneti6 path ,^ i 
coeffieient for x « « CSCT ) 
X ®3QC  ^
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For (footnote a, Tabl® i^2}: ^3^3^ appears In th® 
denoainator, and sinee th& best estimate of is zero,, 
rri do®# not exist, 
"xy 
For ?g^  {footnote b, fable I4.2) s th# m&B.n squar© which 
is the estisiato of is greater than fch© mean square which 
is th® estiiimt© of "*• S ^ xx" gives an estimate of 
greater than «nity» This is unreasonable alnce a part 
( eaimot be greater than the whole ( (f^ xx 
For (footnote 0, fable k2)t appears in the nu« 
aerator, and sine# the beat aatlmate of <3^^ is zero, an 
iinreasonable estimate of Pq, is obtained* However, there imxst 
be genetie variation In this materials therefore, it must be 
concliMad that the experiment was insuffioiently precise to 
demonstrate its existence* 
The observed correlation, is mad© up of the follow­
ing coa^ onent partsj 
» E + e 
since rg , Pg and occur in both S and G, the exact aiag-
3^^  '3t ' 
nitudes of E and 6 cannot be determined, but the algns of 'S 
and 6 can be determined. ratios 
involving v&riancea and are always positive, ISxus, the signs 
of E and G are determined by r-r. and r„ which are in turn 
^ x j  Oxy 
determined by th@ signs ofCT^ ^^  and Cf^ ,^ liie following 
situations are possibles 
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1, rn positive, B positiir® and G positive, 
"xy 
2» S*fj posttive, 1 positive and G- risgativ©, 
xj 
3» Tn positive# .1 negative and 0 positive. 
"xy 
k» negative, I negative and G negative. 
xj 
5« i*Q ri«gatlve,,, 1 negative and 6 positive. 
6. Pq negative, B positive and G negative. 
On© la&y Ispese liinits on E and (1 as follows s 
Sinod the ©atiaatlori pi»oe©di.i2f»e for when the estijnat© 
of d'g^  negative,, gives a value greater than unity, which 
is unreasoiiable, it may be assumed that the true environmental 
path ecjftffielent is near «nityj however, it is .impossible to 
say how naar to unity*. 
If is given its mkxtwsm value of unity, then 
E = (?Kj)£rB^y)(PEy) = FiSy) = 
fhus, 'She asajclraum value of S is 
W = ("-Exy S' 
.Since T Q  w 1 4- 6, and since w » (rg ), the 
xy xy ^ 
ainliauii value of Q is 
f^filn » 
®m0, the signs and limits ®min^  magnitude of 
•B and G can be determined. 
A  similar discussion eould be made for the case where the 
estimate of is negative, 
®yy 
fhe second difficulty involves the ease where the genetic 
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eowelation is gi*«at®F than unity. This is discussed in foot-
not© <1 of fabl© l|.2, 
InTiromaental# genetic and observed correlations, and 
©nviroianental and genetic path coefficients for the indicated 
progeny characters within groups of diallel crosses ar© pre­
sented in falsi© 43» ffet® observed correlations varied from 
negative to positive Mith only one significant beyond the 5 
p®r cent lev®l* In gentral, the relatively higher genetic 
path coefficients indicated timt the genes were more effective 
in expression of the progeny ehar&cttrs than the environmentj 
however, both genes and environment contributed to the ex­
pression of the genotypt# 
Table i|i|- presents, the observed correlations for progeny 
characters over all group® of dlallel crosses and open pol­
lination progenies* The negative correlation coefficient for 
growth habit scores X9$k-» ®3id seed production scores 195i|., 
was significant beyond th® 1 per cent level indicating that 
plants having a more prostrate growth habit produced more 
seed than those having an upriir#it growth habit. Seed pro­
duction scores 195>i|. wr© hl|^ ly correlated xd.th seed produc­
tion scores 1956.,. and growth habit .scores 195JI}. were highly 
correlated with recovery after cutting. Of much interest was 
the correlation between actual ahatter.lng 1956* and the shat­
tering scores 195i|-« correlation coefficient was signifi­
cant beyond the S per cent level indicating that seed pod 
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fable 14.3* Eavli»oiOTi®ntal, genetic and observed correlations, 
and enviromeatal and genetle path coefficients 
for th© indicated progeny oharaeters, (x) and (y),  
witMn groups of diallel erosaes 
Growtaa habit Cac) aiad seed production 1951j. {y) 
G-roup 
®xy % "xy % s 
I 
II 
III 
I? 
-.0037 
.14.002 
-•0183 
.2892 
-.1209 
-.0121^ 
*$7k$ 
-•10i|7 
-.714914 
»»013li-
•5180 
.2939-
1.1620® 
• 37J4.6 
•5005 
.6377 
.1856 
.k3kO 
.2817 
.9559 
.9272 
.8657 
.7703 
.9826 
.9008 
.9595 
Seed production asores i9Sl^ (3E)»S6ed production scores 
1956 (y) 
I -.01^32' '"1.7175^ .6631 ,6377' .6586. .7703 .7525 
II -.2390 -a -.1955 .1856 2,7k7kZ •9826 —« 
III .0893 «.86ll ar3l|0 1»220o5 .9008 ® 
If ,0103 .9960® .2817 l.ii.li42® .9595 
Shattering scores 1956 Cx) and "seed production scores 
1956 (y) 
I ,312k •8719 .6it59 .6082 .6586. .7938 .7525 
II ^3207 -.9267 .3588 Z.lklkZ .9331^^ •—® 
III .3722 .7227 #9190 1.2200° .30^7 ® 
I? -,0760 -.0329 *5838 1.1|142^ .8119 ® 
value ejcceeds the 5 cent level of significance. 
®fh© sign of %3r-v according to tiie procedure 
outlined in the text,'page 89. 
feSince the estimation procedure led to an estimate of the 
Qiivir^nffiental path coefficient greater than unity, wiiich ia 
unreasonable, it may be asataaed that the true environmental 
path coefficient la near unity; however, it is impossible to 
say how near to unity. 
®See text, page 89. 
%inee the estimation procedure led to an eatimate of 
correlation greater than unity, which ia ifflpossible, it may 
toe assuaed that the true correlation is near unity; however, 
it is iiaposslble to say how near to unity. 
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Table hk. Observed correlations for tb© indicated progeny 
ekaracter, (x) and (y), over all groups of diallel 
cross®© 
Progeny characters correlated 0 
xy 
Growtli habit scorea 1954 Cx) •.8676^  ^
and seed production scores If Si}, (j) 
Smd prod.notion seoras 195i|- (x) .9260 '^^  
and seed production scores 195^  il") 
Growth hafeit scores 1954 Cx) and .6928^  ^
recovery scores 1955 Cj) 
Sliatt«rlfig scores 1956- (x) and .9794^  ^
S®®d production scores 1956 {y) 
3®®d production scores 1954 Cx) .9640'-^ * 
and blossom production scores 1954 (y) 
Be&d production scores 1956 (x) .837ii.'^  
and blossom production scores 1954 (j) 
Actual' shattering 1956 (x) 
.4754'' 
and slitttt©ri,ng, scores 1956 (y) 
Actual shattering 1956 Cx) .1145 
and S0©d production scores 1956 (y) 
Open pollinatioii progeny correlations 
Actual shattering 1956 i x )  .7233^  
mnd shattering scores 1956 Cy) 
Actual shattariag 1956 Cx) .3930 
and i®ed production scores 1956 (y) 
v&lue exce&ds the 5 per eent lev®! of significance. 
valrn#- «xc®#ds the 1 pmr cent level of significance 
9k 
afeafetsring ©ould be seleoted for vls-ually with a fair degr®® 
OS sme&BB» 'Bio mtu&l shattering percentages and the shat-
tftpiag scores of the open pollination progenies were more 
highly corr©lat©d| howver, 
•fhis ©ntir® section la baaed -apon th® formula© reported 
toy Hoover (15)• 
Other data obtained fro® these studies, but not relevant 
to th# studies as sueh, ar® presented in Appendix 'fables I|5# 
146, l|,7, i^Q, i^9 and 50. 
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Discussion 
On® of fch© problems in forage crop breeding is to select 
plants with superior general combining ability for various 
etiaracters, for subseqiiant inclusion in aoae type of synthetic 
variety. This study was the initial phase in an investigation 
of the possibility of increasing vegetative vigor, seed produc­
tion,. and resistance to seed pod shattering in birdsfoot tre­
foil through a recurrent selection breeding program. 
If trefoil is to toe used In the areas of adaptation, then 
it louLSt be placed on a competitive basis with other legumes, 
lot only must there be an ample supply of seed at a reasonable 
price, but there must also be seedling vigor for ease of estab-
lishiaent and forage yields comparable to tiiose of competitive 
legu«©s. 
Th® non»inbred ( B q )  clones included in this study were 
found to be highly self»lncompatlble but highly croas-fertile* 
Iven though some clones were relatively more cross-fertile 
than others, pollen abortion waa of insufficient magnitude to 
interfere with normal cross-polllaation# This is in agreement 
with the results reported by fome <U3)« 
file relationship between actual shattering percentages of 
seed pod® collected from dlallel cross progenies on two dates 
is expressed by the correlation coefficient .922. The correla­
tion value greatly exceeds the tabular value for significance 
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at 1±i« 1 p©i» ©ant level and IMleates that the method of 
measuring se®d pod shattering Is repeatable, eonsistent and 
reliable, fh® eharaetar »asured is, perhaps, relatively 
stable •, En^ iroOTiental lnflu©iic®s would xmdoubtedly vary the 
shattering p»re#Titag©s obtained on. different dates, but the 
relative rank of individual elones measured wouM remain the 
same for.fch© different dates. Certainly seed pods harvested 
on a eool, overcast day would show relatively leas shattering 
than seed poda harvested on a bright, suxmj day. Thus, the 
aetual shattsring percentages, as reported, are not absolute 
valiassj n@verthel@si, they are a measure of shattering rela­
tive to other seed pods of different plants collected on 'tdtie 
same date. 
Mida differences aitiong clones in susceptibility to pod 
dehiscenee were evident in this study,, These differences were 
very likely dm© to differences in genotypes of the clones. 
Wixen a prograai of this nature Is undertaken, one assumes that 
differencea among clones, plants, or grmps of plants are due 
primarily to genotype rather than environment. Otherwise, 
there would be no basis for selection since environmental 
effects are not heritable.. The entire concept of recurrent 
selection is baaed tipon the concentrating of genes for a par~ 
tieular character; tiius, the genes controlling the character 
nmst b© heritable if any progress is to be achieved. The \il-
tiiaate goal attained through selection and recombination in 
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hybrid combinations is modification of the genotype. 
The felatioRShip betwen open pollination pixsgenles and 
diallel cross progenies within group® is interesting. The 
data indicate that the perfomance of diallel cross progenies 
for forag® yield, growth habit, seed production, recovery 
after cutting and seed pod shattering is, in general, pre­
dicted "by the perfomanee of the open pollination progenies, 
fiais relationship has also been pointed out by Hawk and Wilsie 
Cll) for forage yield in broaegrass, Knowles (2B) for aphis 
resistance in crested nheatgrass and d®gr®e of creeping in 
broiaegrass, Weiss et (l|.6) for panicle nuuflaer and winter 
stir¥iTa,l of orehardgrass, Wilsie and Skory (14.9) for forage 
yield of alfalfa, and Brigjiaia and "Wilsi© (2) for seed setting 
in Ittdino clover* Only a few of the observed oorrelationa of 
th© characters presented in this study were significant beyond 
the 1 or 5 per cent level, but when mean yields, or means of 
soiy character studied, were ranked in order the relative posi­
tion of rank within groups was the same, in general, for diallel 
cross progenies as for open pollination progenies. For specific 
examples, the reader is referred to Tables 8, 12, li|. and 18, 
fhe ffliall nmber of entries aecoimts for the nonsignificant 
correlation coefficients. With only 1 and 2 degrees of freedom, 
r values of ,997 and..950, respectively, are necessary for 
si^ifieance at the 5 p©r cent level. Thus, even though many 
of the observed r values are high, they are not of sufficient 
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laagnitmde to b© sipiifleant, 
1© apparftat gain lix fopag® yield was juade in either the 
first or second cycl® of selection* The mean of the first 
cyol© synthetic VB.B slightly abov® the mean of the unselected 
population, but not sufficiently higher to be considered dif­
ferent . 
Ila® data, also IMlcmted that no increase in s eed produc­
tion waa imd© In ©l^er the first or second cycle of selec­
tion., Imtead, a trend toward less seed production was evi­
dent# 
Among the progenies of the second cycle there were 
ladividmal hybrids ewtstanding in seed production and others 
outstanding in forage yield* Usii^ this study as the basic 
groundwork and a© a basis of selection of superior parents 
of a third cycle of selection for forage yield and seed pro­
duction, an increase in either of the two characters could 
be reali8i@d» Both forage yield and seed production are, very 
likely, controlled by many more genes than are some other 
characters• fherefor®, progress would be slower, but could 
be aade# Perhaps a program of reciprocal recurrent selection 
could be utilized in this instance, using the best F^s for 
seed production as parents of one group and the best F^^s for 
forage yield as parents of the other group, with subsequent 
crossing between the two groups as the soua*ce of seed for a 
synthetic with both hlg|a forage yield ®ad seed production. 
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alt@raatl"f© proo®dmi*© would b© to continue with each 
kept separat® as two different program,s of recurrent selec­
tion# 
Natural selection 1ms undoubtedly played an .important 
role in the impro'remtnt of birdsfoot trefoil in Iowa, In 
annual eross-pollinated crops, propagation by seed is th.® 
only means of s\irvival» On® woiild assume that in a given 
period of ttoj© such crops would have a more effective evo­
lutionary history measured in terias of selection for adapta­
tion to the given environment. In contrast, perennial forage 
crops have evolved under a system in ^ daich the unit of major 
iir^portance in survival has been the individual ratiier than 
its progeny# In old stands of some legumes and, certainly, 
of sod*for«ing perennial grasses, the opportunity for sue-
ceasful establishment of seedlings is limited, Thus, natural 
selection in a given time among perennial crops of this type 
may have a different end-result thm in annual crops# 
Data on forage yield of lew York Ewigpire, Iowa Biapire and 
the first cycle synthetic of the Empire type, yielded results 
of interest and with bearing on ttiis subject. The average 
forage yields per plant on a dry weight basis for New York 
Irapir®, Iowa Empire (two seed generations in lowa) and the 
first cycle aynthetic were *9h^  and *7811., respectively. 
Eior® progress in increasing forage yield was made through 
natural aelection operating tlirough the two seed generations of 
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Iowa EsiplF# than Mas mad© in two cycles of recurrent selec­
tion, It must b® pointed out, however, that in the reotirrent 
selection program, plants wer© not selected specifically for 
forag® yield. Superior plants, for the first cycle synthetic, 
wer© those which rated higJa in over-all performance including 
vigor, aead setting, winter survival and resistance to 
Rhigoctonia.. In the second cycl® plants were selected by 
observation, with th© objectives of vigor, winter survival 
and disea®e resistance* Sie suggestion that natural selection 
in BER-pire trefoil, grown imder Iowa conditions, has been 
effective in improving forage yield is in agreement with ex­
perience in the perforBianee of lew York: fia^ire and Iowa Ewpir© 
in yield trials in which Iowr Eaipire generally outyields New 
York Biii|5ir©* 
It i© not easy to evaluate the progress that hais been 
»ad© through on© cycle of reotirrent selection for resistance 
to seed pod shmtteringi, One must realise thiat plants or 
progenies which exhibit 20 per cent seed pod shattering are 
far from what is desirable, A. plant which exhibits 20 per cent 
seed pod dehiscence under noraal tes^erature and hximidity, when 
placed lander temperature and hmidity conditions that are ideal 
for shattering, may exhibit much more shattering, and may ap­
pear to be as susceptible to shattering as less resistant 
plants. However, assuming that on© cycle of selection has 
resulted in a reduction in seed loss from l|l»88 per cent to 
iOl 
21^ *33 P®'^  c@at, as shown in Figure 3» and assmaing that th® 
average seed production in Iowa is 100 pounds per acre, a 
2.7»55 cent reduction in seed loss means a net gain of 
32.78 poimds per acre} or, at |1»2S per pound, a net gain of 
|l4.0*98 per acre to the seed produeer# Thus on© must conolude 
that some gain has been made, but the ultimate goal of more 
eosplete resistano® to seed pod shattering is still to ba 
attained, 
fh© progress mad® in on© o-jcle of recurrent selection 
for shattering reaistam© was verified in a yield test of 
the synthetics (Table 38)* second cyol© syntJietic, from 
clones selected specifically for reaistanc© to shattering, 
had only 10.6 per cent shattering compared to l8«l|. per cent 
shattering in lew Xork itepire. 'Ih® second cycle aynthetic 
for seed and forage production also eschibited more resistance 
to shattering than Mm York Eagjire# llie progress made in the 
second cycle synthetic for seed and forage production indi­
cated that when selection was mad® for seed production, aome 
selection for shattering resistance apparently was made at the 
same tiae. 
An attempt was mad® in this study to partition the ob­
served variance oi'* covarlance into the environmental and 
genetic components. Since the entries war© assigned their 
positions in the field at random, within the restrictions im­
posed by a balanced lattice design, it is assumed there is no 
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envlTOmient-genotjp# correlation^  Thua, the relative magni­
tude of the environmeiital and genetic compoiienta of the ob­
served trariaiioe can be presented by means of path coefficients 
for the various characters* 
1?h® ©nviroBBieiital, genetic and observed correlations wer® 
obtained bi" dividihg the appropriate oovariance by the geomet­
ric aaan of the correspoMing variaiices. 41tho\igh noiie of 
th© relationships illmstrat© the point particularly well, it 
has been reported by Hoover {15} that it would not be difficult 
to visualise a situation in which the observed correlation 
exceeds the genetic correlation by a considerable anxount# Also, 
it would not be difficult to visualize a situation in which 
both th© observed and genetic correlations are of considerable 
Biagnitud:© biit of opposite sign# ExampleB of this natiire indi­
cate th# potential difficulties involved in considering the 
observed correlation alone, and point out the fact that it would 
be advantageoua to separate the observed correlation into its 
component parts and base any conclusion drawn upon the CGnponents 
rather than the whole# There is no test of significance for 
the genetic correlation, therefore, one must depend upon the 
relative magnitudes of the correlations for Interpretation, 
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SWAHY AID OOIGLUSIONS 
Fl®ld and gFeeniiouse studies were conducted from 1953 
through 195'& to emlmats 'tlilrteen birdsfoot trefoil clones 
fop iregetatlf© irlgoi*, seed production and resistance to seed 
pod shatteping* A space planted open pollination progeny 
and diallel cross progeny test was established in Majr, 195U* 
Seed prodiiotion and resistanoe to shattering were investi­
gated in conjvjnotion fdth vegetative vigor, which was rn^ as-
tired bj estlMati:ag growth, habit, recovery after cutting a.nd. 
bj? mtxiBl forage jlelds of open pollination and diallel 
orojss progenies# Pr©liia!.iiary Investigations of the parent 
oloiaes indicated that all clones wer© self-ir!.coKq:>atibl©, and 
each was found to produce an ample amount of viable pollen 
for normal crosa-pollination. All olones were fcund to be 
cross-coi^atitole in ©very combination, although there was con­
siderable variabilits'- in cross fertility among the various 
crosses mde, as indicated by actual seed set. 
Exposure to a relative hmldity of 35 per cent for 72 
hours -was found, to b© necessary to allow the ays torn to com© 
to equilibria and to differentiate the degree of resistance 
of seed pods to shattering, A correlation coefficient of 
0,992 #x:pr®sied the relationship between sh.attering percent­
ages of the ssme clones or strains collected on two dates. 
The method was found to be repeatabl©, and relatively consist­
ent. 
lOli. 
¥ida differences existed, among clones in susooptibllity 
to seed pod dehiscence, iliese differences would appear to be 
dim to diffei^ euaes in genotypes of the clones# 
IJo diffsrences in forage jield were fouM between crosses 
arid their reciprooals. 
Trefoil clones Mere ei'aluated by deterrsinirii,; forage yields 
of felisir open polliimfcioii progenies and diallel ci*osa progeiiiea. 
'Hie clones considered best in general combining: ability wore 
those that produced "both open polllaatimi pro£;©n3,e3 and di allel 
oross progenies of highest yield, significant differences in 
forage yield were evident aaojfig open pollination progoniea 
within groups and mmiiQ difitllol croas profc;®nles within groups. 
Clones having, an upright growth iiabit produced only uj[.— 
right plants in their open pollination and dlallel cross prog­
enies • 
Thf'! clones considered best in seed production wei'e th.o6e 
tlxat px»od^ .4ced the higliost seed production scores both in their 
open polltnafcion and diallel cross progenies. 
'Bie analysis of the open pollination arid diallel cross 
progenies of the th irtcjen clones for recovery after cutting 
indicated that plants of the upright type recovered faster 
after cutting than those of the semi-prostrafce or prostrate 
tjpe. Of til© progenies studied, those in groux^  I, European 
upright type, ranked best in recoirei'y after cuttii-ig. 
The open pollination progenies of the clones in fc;roup III, 
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aelected speolficallj .for* i*€?slst:axic© to seed pod shattering, 
were the most resistant mon^  th© open pollination progeny 
gTOiipa, a.n<l vjere laore rosistant the.n Iowa Etnpire or Hew York 
li-flpire. 'Hie dlallel cross progenies within group III ivesr^e 
raor© resistant to seed pod aiiatteririg than the open pollina­
tion progeniea wltliin groiip III, and displayed th© moat 
realst'anee aBion£ all comparisons baaed upon both, shattering 
resistance mean scores and actual shattering rosiatanco testa. 
Several synthetic recombinations wore evaluated for seed 
pod shattering resistaaice* The percentage seed pod dehiscence 
of the first cycle synthetic of the European type, vtton com­
pared to the original European, was decreased significantly, 
as were the shattering, percentages of first arid second cycle 
synthetics of the Eraplr© type, t-jhen eonjpored to tJie ori£;lnal 
Empire, '"'he seed pod shattering; of the second cycle synthetic 
of the aspire type was slightly less tlian that of tlie first 
cycle synthetic. 
Th.ere was little apparent gain in forage yield or in seed 
setting from txfo cycles of recurrent selection, although in 
each cycle selection was based on Kultiple criteria and not 
only on these specific factors. 
On© cycle of recurrent selection for resistance to seed 
pod shattering resulted in a shift in 'fee laean of I'f.Sf? par 
cent, Ih.ua, the laethod of procediire was effective in increas­
ing reaistance to seed pod shattering,. 
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la recurrent selection studies on forage yield, seed 
production and resistane® to s«ed pod shattering, the open 
pollination progenj perfoiwanc® was similar to the diallel 
cross progeny performance and, in general, could be used to 
predict the perfomanoe of the diallel crosses. 
Path coefficients and correlations are presented for 
various progeny characters# In general, genetic correla­
tions were relatively higher than observed correlations in-
dicati'sg that the environment tended to mask the expression 
of genetic relationships between open pollination and diallel 
cross progenies for the various characters, 'rhe relative im­
portance of the genotype and the enviroiaaent varied for the 
different charactersj however, the path coefficients indicated 
that, in gewral, genetic effects were more important in both 
diallel cross and open pollination progenies than were environ­
mental effects. 
A correlation coefficient of -,8676, significant beyond 
the 1 per cent level, expressed the relationship between 
growth habit scores and seed production scores, indicating 
that plants having a more prostrate growth habit produced 
more seed than tdiose having an upright growtti habit. 
Ihe relationship between growth habit scores and recovery 
scores was expressed by the correlation coefficient, .6928. 
'Ihis significant, beyond the 1 per cent level, correlation 
value indicated that plants having an upright growth habit 
10? 
recoirered aor® rapidly than plants having a more prostrate 
growth habitt 
A eorrelation eoefficient, »7233» significant beyond 
th© 1 per e®nt 1®¥©1,. ©x-preased th© relationship between 
actual shattering percentage and shatteriai^ scores of open 
pollination progenie®^ and a somewhat lower correlation co­
efficient, significant beyoM the 5 per cent level, 
was found for the relationship between actual shattering per­
centage and shattering scores of diallel cross progenies. 
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applldix 
11$ 
fabl® l|.S« Mntrf feotsla mmms of ]p®»iiini«c plant popultt-
ti0ii, lf5'6, ia l&ttim apmed plaat 
rmwmmwf in I9$k 
MMTRF FOFEAI M»M. BNTRJ TOT&X MEM 
1609-5 31 i81|?«l m 3..0 I83l4*i 0*^ * 25 3a 
1832-5 M liH-l m 3»^  B»63 o..P» 27 34 
I83li«l x iStit-l 25 3a S-3 29 3.2 
1609*5 x msk^ t 3® 3*a im9*5 o.r. 3.0 
l83h-l X 1832-5 21 2# 4 l83a»S 0*f» 3.3 
1609-5 M 18J2-5 18 2*3 B.69 18 2.3 
a»6 X fi-90 
^•1 B*1S O.P. 28 3*5 B-15 m B«fO 3J B-30 0,P. 22 2,8 
B»15 X B-6 18 at5 B»9 0»F« 28 3.5 
B-15 IS ft*6f 31 3*f B-fO O.Ft 2li 3.0 
B^m X 3*0 C3i*aiig,«i» 17 2a 
Bx-15 X af 3-»6 !&• &^pir® 32 it.o 
B-63 m. B-15 33 4,1 1«I« 21 2*6 
B.30 X, B-lg 20' a,5 22 2.8 
B*69 x B-30 1? ^•1 2186-1 «>.?• 23 2,9 
IJ-63 X B»3© IS 1*9 first ej0l® %u. 26 3.3 
m 3»3 f-2 n 1*5 2it 3*0 
S-63 x B-6f z$ 3a 1-2 31 f-2 23 2.9 
C*"l|,3 SE 3k I4-3 V-1 X S-l 23 2,9 
•0'»li3 * B»'69 m 2*9 (iT» X S-6 29 3.6 
8*3 X B*9 32 1-3 X &!•» 29 3.6 
C-l|3 3C i-f 21 2i,6 21S&-1 31 i-l 23 2*9 
B*9 3E 21 2»6 1*5 M ai06»i 16 2.0 
B-3 X B-6f 3k l|,»3 rir«t «f®X® Syii» 2k 3.0 
l8t|T-l D.p, gli 3.® 
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fabl© l}.6. Analysis of varianee of r-emaining plant population 
in spaeed plant nursery 
Source of 
variation d.f. 
Svim of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
Total 391 66l.36l}.8 
Reps 7 1+2 *3036 6.0i}.33^  ^
Entries 1^ 8 133.2398 2.7758*^  
Error 336 kQ^ .BZlk I.ii459 
"''^ Ixoeeds 1 per cent level of significance • 
fable kl* Analysis of variance of remaining plants of diallel 
crosses in spaeed plant nursery 
Source of 
variation d.f. 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares 
Total 191 31^ 5 • 6667 
Reps 7 31*0000 l|..l|286^ « 
Grosses 23 85.6667 3.72l^ 6»» 
Group I 5 13*1875 2.6375 
Group II 5 i|.i^ 375 0.8875 
Group III 5 31.10^ 2 6.2208^ * 
Group IV 5 26.1875 5.2375^  ^
Among groups 3 10.7500 3.5833 
Irror 161 229.0000 l.i|22l4. 
•^ Sxoteds tiie 1 per cent level of significance. 
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fabl® Mean reaaining plants of aingl® crosses cou^rlsing 
dlallel eroases within groups in space planted 
nwts&Tj 
0-romp I 
t 
• 9 Group II 
Gross 
Mean per 
plot 
i 
t 
T 
Cross 
Mean per 
plot 
1609-5 X l8i|.7-l 3.0 : « 
» 
B-6 X B-90 3.3 
1609-5 X l83i|..l 3.8 « * • 
* 
B-6 X B-69 3.3 
1609-5 X 1832-5 2.3 
1 
t B»6 X B«15 2.5 
l8i|.7-l X 1831^ -1 3.1 t s B-15 !C B-90 3.8 
l8i|7-l X 1832-5 3.6 s s B-15 !t B-69 3.9 
I83I4-I X 1832-5 a.6 
• 
• 
t 
t 
t 
B.69 X B-90 3.0 
Group III 
* 
* 
» 
Group IV 
B-l$ X B-30 a.5 
# 
ll» 
: 
» ¥ 
• 
G*k3 X B-3 1^ .3 
B.15 X B»63 ij,.i e-lf3 • X B-69 2.9 
B-15 X B-69 3.6 t 
t 
1 
G-l|3 X B-9 2.6 
B-.3O X B-63 1.9 B-»3 X B—9 i|.0 
B-30 X B-69 2.1 B-3 X B-69 k . 3  
B-63 X B-69 3.1 * B-9 X B-69 2.6 
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Table l|.9» Mean r&m&lnlng plants of dlallel crosses and open 
pollination progenies of clones In all groups In 
spaced plant mirsery 
Clone 
number 
Mean of 3 
crosses involving 
specified clone 
Mean of O.P. 
progeny of 
specified clone 
1609-5 3*03 3.0 
I8I{.7-1 3.23 3.0 
1832-5 2.83 3.3 
1831^ -1 3.17 3.1 
B-15® 3*ho 3.5 
B«»69^  3.20 2.3 
B-63 3.03 3.l^  
B-6 3.03 — 
B-9 3.07 3.5 
B-90 3.37 3.0 
B-30 2.17 2.8 
B-3 ll-.SO 3.6 
C-I1.3 3»27 
%ea3a of six crosses infolvlng tii© specified clone, 
of nine crosses Involving tebe specified clone. 
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Table $0,- Mean remMininp plants of dlallel crosses and open 
pollination progenies within groups in spaced 
plant nvtrserj 
Mean per plot 
tr'roup 
Mallei crosses O.P, progenies 
I 3.0? 3.20 
II 3*30 2.93 
III 2.88 3.00 
If 3.1+5 3.13 
